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I shall show here, that the unstated, but implied aspect of the 

charge which Carl Gauss delivered in 1799, against D' Alem

bert, Euler, and Lagrange, lies in the implication, that the latter 

were virtually Satanists; that, in the sense of the philosophical 

tradition of both the medieval William of Ockham and those 

founders of modem empiricism, Venice's Paolo Sarpi and his 

personal lackey, Thomas Hobbes' teacher Galileo Galilei. I 

shall show here, without exaggeration of any kind, that that 

charge of Satanism is not merely relevant, but must be empha

sized, to bring into focus the implicit, most essential features, 

and political importance, of Gauss's argument respecting 

mathematics itself. I shall also focus some exemplary atten

tion on the leading role of empiricism in producing those 

widely accepted, incompetent doctrines of economy, such as 

contemporary monetarism, which have played a leading role 

in bringing about the 1971-2003 col lapse of the economies of 

the Americas, Europe, Japan, and elsewhere. 

As I have shown in locations published earlier, the crucial 

quality of functional significance of philosophical reduction

ism, such as empiricism, for physical science, is that it at

tempts to uproot knowledge of the existence of what the cele

brated geobiochemist V.I. Vemadsky identified as those 

noetic powers of the human mind which distinguish human 

beings from beasts.1 Within the realm of political science and 

law, that denial of the distinction between man and beast, is 

I. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., The Economics of the Noosphere (Washington, 
D.C.: Executive Intelligence Review, 2001). 
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the philosophical basis for Satanism.2 Typical are the Sy

narchist and kindred followers of G. W .F. Hegel and Friedrich 

Nietzsche. 3 In a narrower aspect of that specific issue, as im

plied by Gauss's devastating exposure of a fraud in the work 

of Euler and Lagrange, the specific philosophical expression 

of Satanism called empiricism, is the axiomatic basis for not 

only that radical positivists' aberration which is known as the 

so-called "new math," but what has been usually recognized, 

even earlier, as today's generally accepted classroom mathe

matics, and the economic fads of the positivists.4 

Within the bounds of a narrowly defined physical science, 

2. As I shall show in the course of unfolding this report, this use of the term 
"Satanism," is not a matter of any one variety of religious belief. It is also a 
category of political, and, as I show here, also physical science. Otherwise, 
apart from the matters I address in this report, its expression in various forms 
is among the topics of the political practice of law, or, as in the case of cults 
associated with Britain's Aleister Crowley or Synarchist occultism, may pop 
up as a subject of public safety or even national security concerns. 

3. Cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., et al., The Children of Satan (Washington, 
D.C.: LaRouche in 2004, 2003). 

4. The Bertrand Russell who was usually in error on matters of actual science, 
was nonetheless correct in stating that positivism, such as that of Ernst Mach, 
was merely another name for radical empiricism. The same should be said 
of reductionism generally. The function which empiricist thinking generated 
as the evil of the utopian social doctrines of Bertrand Russell, Norbert Wiener, 
John von Neumann, and MIT's Marvin Minsky, expresses the connection 
between empiricist thinking in mathematical physics and Satanic qualities 
of wickedness which that mathematical mind-set generates in the domains of 
art and social practice. The presently continuing influence of the systemically 
pathological economic dogmas of Wiener and von Neumann, is typical of 
the worst effects on world and national economies today. 
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LaRouche chose Carl F. Gauss's 1799 proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra as the educational cornerstone for the LaRouche 
Youth Movement, because of Gauss's "devastating exposure of fraud" in empiricism, particularly the work of Euler and Lagrange. A fruit 
of Gauss's method was his unique ability, in 1801, to prove the orbit of a newly-observed object in the sky-the first identified asteroid 
(Ceres)-confirming Kepler's hypothesis of an "exploded planet" in that orbit. 

the corrupting influence of empiricism, is its role as the doc
trine of today's politically powerful echo of the "ancient Bab
ylonian high priesthood." That priesthood's tradition's mod
em role in science is such, that even many presumably 
sophisticated students and experts in physical science, are 
often victims of their own fearful sense, that no argument 
by them on mathematical-physics subjects, will be tolerated 
among their so-called community of professionals, unless the 
submitted argument confines itself within the axiomatically 
aprioristic, soulless bounds of the current! y prevalent, reduc
tionist (e.g., empiricist) notions of classroom mathematics. 
The same perversion is at the root of today's widespread "two 
cultures" syndrome of academic life: the categorical separa
tion of the usually taught practice of the so-called mathemati
cal sciences from the so-called liberal arts.5 That common
place folly of both academic mathematics and so-called 
liberal arts today, is the widely accepted, and intellectually 
crippling premise of the victim's propitiatory effort to secure 
either academic, or popular acceptance for the social expres
sion of his, or her views.6 

5. The allusion is to C.P. Snow's Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution 
(London and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993 reprint). 

6. For example, many brilliant, original discoverers among experimentalists 
spend years of their life seeking to secure "peer review" acceptance of their 
experimental successes, by distorting their discoveries in ways which are 
intended to make such opinions acceptable to the sterile Babylonian priest
hood of the contemporary, reductionist, "peer review" mafia. The case of the 
hounding to which the friend of Albert Einstein, the brilliant Kurt Godel. 
was subjected, at the Princeton Institute, by the hyena-pack of Bertrand 
Russell's ideologues, is representative of the general pattern. 
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In mathematical physics, for example, submission to that 
kind of popularized classroom and textbook convention, is 
the common source of the failures of attempted academic "de
mystifications" of the complex domain, as the latter domain 
was properly defined by Gauss, Riemann, et al. I have made 
reference to the specifically pro-Satanic roots of empiricism 
here, to force the reader's attention to the usually unsuspected 
moral effect of the efficiently corrupting, false principle un
derlying the empiricist mystification still prevalent in the uni
versity classroom, as elsewhere, today. This mind-numbing 
influence spills over from mathematics, into such forms as 
the evil done by the 1965-2003, growing influence of the 
"free trade" fads of such centers of gnostic sophistry as the 
American Enterprise Institute. It is commonly expressed as 
today's customary misapplication of statistical financial ac
counting to economics generally. The pernicious effect of 
carrying those statistical fads to their limit, is notably wide
spread, as expressed by the Enron and other examples of 
the proliferating effects of empiricism on social and political 
practice today. 

As I shall show here, the influence of such reductionist 
currents of popular opinion is such, that the attempt to teach 
Carl Gauss's 1799 treatment of the fundamental principle of 
algebra, would often fail, simply because the teacher were 
lured into attempting to prove the existence of the ontologi
cally complex domain within the bounds of the presumptions 
which bow to the currently most widespread classroom and 
related opinion. Classroom opinion on many topics is widely 
polluted, still today, by the prejudice, that all must be proven 
according to the popular presumption that truth lies ulti-
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mately, axiomatically, in the domain of the so-called "real" 
counting numbers of simple sense-perception, as distinct 
from the higher standpoint which Euler and Lagrange mali
ciously libelled as the domain of "imaginary" numbers. 

The point emphasized here, is that it would be an intellec
tually fatal tactical mistake, to attempt to show a devout reduc
tionist an argument for the Gaussian complex domain "in 
terms he is willing to accept": terms which are bounded by 
the essentially linear, axiomatic assumptions of arithmetic 
reductionists such as Euler and Lagrange. Therefore, for such 
an errant discussion partner as one of the latter ideologues, 
only that kind of Classically Socratic argument for the rele
vant hypothesis, which would blow his beliefs apart, could 
actually show him the incurable folly of Euler's, and his own 
argument, as I do in this report. The use of this method of 
hypothesis means attacking the falseness of the reductionist's 
fixed ontological assumptions, not in his choice of method, 
deductively,7 but epistemologically. 

On this account, epistemology, it was the relevant specific 
virtue of that 1799 Gauss piece, which had prompted me to 
situate it as the cornerstone of the initial educational program 
of the youth movement. The immediate issue of the dispute 
over that piece, from the close of the Eighteenth Century to 
the present day, has been, as Gauss's enemies themselves 
emphasized at that time, Gauss's insistence on viewing prob
lems of modem mathematical physics from the standpoint of 
a Classical pre-Euclidean, geometric treatment of those same 
errors which Gauss exposed as the products of the "ivory 
tower" mysticism of Euler and Lagrange.8 

For an example of the same mysticism I am attacking 
here, I point to the errant argument which was made by Felix 
Klein, and others: Klein's false claim, that crucial features of 
Kepler's, Leibniz's, or Gauss's discoveries could be repli
cated by the errant methods of such followers of the Enlight
enment philosophers Lagrange, Kant, and Laplace as Cauchy, 
Hermite, Lindemann, et al. The fraud implicit in the tatters' 
attempts, is their vicious exclusion of the physical geometries 

7. On anotherof those rare occasions when Bertrand Russell did not misspeak, 
he emphasized that reductionist inductive method is only borrowing against 
the presumed fruits of future deduction. So much for the delusion of "the 
inductive sciences." 

8. The complementary terms, "pre-Euclidean" and "anti-Euclidean" geome
try, represent a conception introduced to modern European science by a 
leading Eighteenth-Century mathematician, Gauss's teacher Abraham 
Kastner. "Anti-Euclidean" geometry in the sense of the geometries of Gauss, 
Riemann, et al., is defined at the opening of Riemann's 1854 habilitation 
dissertation. "Anti-Euclidean" geometries are specifically contrary to so
called "non-Euclidean geometries," such as those of Lobatchevski and Jonas 
Bolyai, which latter are reforms within the bounds of the principles of Euclid
ean a priori geometries. Cf. Foreword, by Joseph Ehrenfried Hofmann, to 
Abraham Gotthelf Kastner, Geschichte der Mathematik (Hildesheim-New 
York: Georg Olms Verlag, reprint edition, 1970), pp. xiii-xvi. Hofrnann's 
praise for Euler, D' Alembert, Lagrange, and Laplace, typifies the fraudulent 
opinion against both Gauss's teacher Kastner and Gauss, which persists to 
the present time. 
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of Leibniz, Gauss, and Riemann; so, the celebrated Maxwell 
confessed his politically motivated complicity in this matter 
of suppressing what he knew had been the crucial contribu
tions of Ampere, Weber, Gauss, and Riemann to electrody
namics. This ethereal fraud by Maxwell et al., is typical of 
widely accepted hoaxes still presented, on record, in today's 
classrooms, reference works, and textbooks.9 

That fraudulent mathematics of the reductionists is 
avoided, only when the underlying epistemological issues of 
counting numbers, such as those issues posed by Gauss's 
Disquisitiones, are situated within the realm of an essentially 
constructive, "synthetic," anti-Euclidean geometry. So, 
Gauss's work, employing his teacher Kastner's anti-Euclid
ean geometry in this case, is the most crucial, make-or-break 
issue of modem mathematics to be posed for the student's 
competent introduction to modem mathematical physics. The 
exclusion of critical consideration of the axiomatically geo
metric roots of the orderings of numbers, was the premise of 
the relevant essential fraud perpetrated by Euler et al., and 
the common mistake of the credulous imitators of Euler's 
error today. 

Such was the sad state of affairs in that education which 
had been made available to me, prior to my own suspicions 
concerning some of what was taught to me in classrooms and 
related kinds of sources on these topics. My own contrary 
views, as I developed them within that relatively hostile intel
lectual environment, proceeded along the lines I present in 
these pages. Therefore, I insist today, that competent teaching 
requires that the teacher not rely on the putative authority of 
textbook material, but, rather, aid the student in reliving the 
successes of the original (source) discoverer's experience in 
making, or reliving the relevant physical discoveries being 
presented. I explain this point from my youthful experience 
as follows. 

On account of what was, for me, initially a much simpler, 

9. According to the influential Klein, for example, the definition of the mathe
matically transcendental in general, and of pi, in particular, was originally 
accomplished by Hermite and Lindemann, working from what was, in fact, 
a fraudulent definition of that task, successively, by Euler and Lambert. In 
fact, the modern concept of that transcendental was first presented, in a critical 
treatment of the discoveries of Archimedes, by Nicholas of Cusa. The modern 
mathematical-physics definition of the transcendental, was introduced as 
an integral feature of Leibniz's proof for a principle of the origin of the 
infinitesimal, a proof integral to his catenary-cued definition of both natural 
logarithms and the principles of universal physical least action. Leibniz-hater 
Euler, by denying the existence of the infinitesimal, as, for example, in his 
1761 Letters toa German Princess, created a fraudulent, radically reduction
ist substitute for Leibniz's infinitesimal, in Euler's own and Lambert's mis
stated definition of the "transcendental." Hence, Klein's pro-reductionist 
praise for the work of the reductionist followers of Lambert, Hermite, and 
Lindemann. The indicated errors include those who present so-called mathe
matical models of Riemann Surfaces without any indicated notion of the 
physical meaning of such a surface. On the discoveries of Ampere, Weber, 
Gauss, and Riemann, in opposition to the reductionists Grassmann et al., see 
Laurence Hecht, 'The Significance of the 1845 Gauss-Weber Correspon
dence," 21st Century Science & Technology, Fall 1996. 
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adolescent's mere approximation of that same core issue 
which is posed by Gauss's 1799 paper, I have always stub
bornly insisted, since my first moment of encounter with the 
"ivory tower" superstitions taught as the definitions, axioms, 
and postulates of secondary-school geometry, that the matter 
of the optimal design of a functioning, real world, structural 
beam, already suffices to point out that the nature of mathe
matics must be demonstrated from an experimental, physical 
standpoint, not a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates. 

I point, now as then, to that experimental standpoint 
which, in fact, coincides with the relevant epistemological 
proofs of the experimental methods of hypothesis presented 
in Plato's Socratic dialogues, and echoed in the Apostle Paul's 
I Corinthians 13. Then, in my adolescence, and, later, until 
early 1952, even before I came to actually master some part 
of the crucial, axiomatic aspects of the work of Gauss, Rie
mann, et al., I was already prudent enough to limit the claims 
which I presented in my arguments, to the same Classical 
epistemological premises which I have continued to employ 
since, as here today. The spontaneous, childish ridicule unsuc
cessfully heaped upon me by foolish teachers and classmates 
then, more than sixty-five years ago, in the secondary class
room's response to my rather obvious statement of fact to that 
effect, had only succeeded in convincing me, rightly, of the 
backwardness of both the popular and classroom culture of 
that time. 

Since the post-war 1940s, I have developed and adopted 
a progressively refined form of that same epistemological 
proof in all of my principled arguments respecting art and 
physical science. I restate it here in the same frame of refer
ence I came to know it during 1948-1953, including, espe
cially, through the addition of my 1952-1953 comparison, 
and contrast of the standpoints of the 1880s work of Georg 
Cantor and, the methods I prefer to Weierstrass and Cantor at 
the latter's pre-l 890s best, those of Bernard Riemann. 

My leading motive for restating that case here, is to expose 
the nature of the mental block which I have observed as a 
frequent cause of the student's failure to grasp the deep impli
cations of Gauss's 1799 paper. It is the need to strengthen our 
youth movement's higher-education program on this pivotal 
topic, on which my attention is focussed here. However, the 
same argument is also needed by the wider audience which I 
include here. 

On that account, as I shall show, although the topics im
plicit in Gauss's 1799 paper have been much more than 
merely ably presented by a number of my collaborators-Dr. 
Jonathan Tennenbaum, Bruce Director, and some of the youth 
themselves-I think an additional degree of improvement 
in our program is needed. The epistemological issue of the 
functional difference between man and beast, should be pre
sented more emphatically, as part of the argument, and with 
that degree of qualitatively greater emphasis which I employ 
here. In such topical areas within epistemology, I have be
come the relevant specialist. The deeper, epistemological is-
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sue, has been the intended, but sometimes merely implied 
feature of all of my published work, including my original 
scientific discoveries on the principles of economy, the crucial 
proof of the economic fraud of so-called "information the
ory," and related matters. Here, in this present report, I have 
thought it necessary to focus that same much-honed epistemo
logical insight more sharply on the psychological aspect of 
the related physical-science issues of mathematics as such. 

The interdependent set of issues so brought into focus, is 
as follows. 

1. What, Physically, Is the 
Complex Domain? 

The subsuming, pivotal question implied by Gauss's 1799 
paper, is: What is the nature of human knowledge? In other 
words: What is the experimental evidence which demon
strates, that the existence of the human species as we know it, 
depends upon some universal principle of human individual 
and social behavior, a principle which is lacking in all other 
living species? 

Proceed to that end by successive approximations. 
Begin by taking as an example, a comparison of the con

struction of a solution for the task of doubling the cube, as 
solved by the ancient Archytas, with the modem approach 
represented by Gauss's 1799 exposure of the folly of Euler 
and Lagrange on this point. When Gauss's solution for the 
ontological problem of Cardan' s algebraic approach to cubic 
roots (as already solved geometrically by Archytas) is used 
to demonstrate the principle already at work in the axiomatic 
issues of doubling the line and square-the existence of the 
complex domain, as a domain of efficient power (in Plato's 
sense of the notion of power)-we must recognize that the 
physical reality of Gauss's argument was already clear! y, and 
conclusively shown by the pre-Euclidean Classical Greeks 
working in the tradition of Pythagoras.10 The task assumed by 
Gauss in 1799, was to unveil that same ancient principle of 
pre-Euclidean (e.g., anti-Euclidean) geometry within the 
frame of reference of modem, post-Fourteenth-Century 
mathematical physics. 

In other words, as I shall clarify this significantly below, 
modem mathematical physics must recognize those historic 
circumstances specific to the history of modern economy, 

10. Plato, arguing from the standpoint of pre-Euclidean notions of physical 
geometry, defined the concept of "power," as reflecting those discoveries by 
means of which the human mind is able to increase the power of man's willful 
action upon the universe (e.g., Theaetetus). This notion of "power" was 
opposed by Plato's famous opponent, that sophistical reductionist Aristotle, 
who introduced that reductionist's notion of "energy" employed in reduction
ist thermodynamics since Clausius, Grassmann, Kelvin, et al. Cf. Dr. Jona
than Tennenbaum, "Power vs. Energy: The Difference Between Dynamis 
and Energeia, " EIR, Nov. 22, 2002. 
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Plato 
(Greece, 

ca. 428-348 B.C.) 

The founder of 
modern scientific 

method. 

Abraham 
Kastner 
(Germany, 

1719-1800) 

Abraham Kastner 
taught concepts of 

anti-Euclidean 
geometries to his 

great student Gauss, 
and defended and 

revived the work of 
both Gottfried Leibniz 

and Johann 
Sebastian Bach. 

Louis 
Pasteur 

(France, 
1822-1895) 

His work led to the 
discovery of the 

principle of life, and 
the later work of V.I. 

Vernadsky. 
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Johannes 
Kepler 

(Germany, 
1571-1630) 

The founder of both 
astrophysics and 

modern mathematical 
physics. 

which prompted the successive steps of development, chiefly 
by the efforts of Gauss, Dirichlet, Abel, and Riemann, of 
solutions for the higher principles of a general notion of physi
cal space-time curvature. 

Modem developments, since that Fifteenth-Century Eu
ropean Renaissance which founded modem European civili
zation, have presented us with a new form of practical, social 
expression of the same issues of physical geometry treated by 
Archytas, Plato, et al. The succession of developments from 
such Renaissance founders of modern science as Nicholas of 
Cusa, Luca Pacioli, and Leonardo da Vinci, and their out
standing, avowed follower, Johannes Kepler, created those 
Seventeenth-Century foundations of the valid mathematical 
physics developed by Gottfried Leibniz and his associates. 

Unfortunately, the subsequent gaining of relative political 
hegemony by the contrary, decadent, pro-empiricist political 
currents of Eighteenth-Century Europe's so-called "Enlight-

Vladimir I. 
Vernadsky 

(Ukraine and Russia, 
1863-1945) 

A world leader in the 

development of 
nuclear science and 

the founder of the 
science of 

biogeochemistry. 
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Gottfried 
Leibniz 

(Germany, 
1646-1716) 

The original 
discoverer of the 
calculus, and the 

forerunner of Kastner, 
Monge, Carnot, 

Gauss, Dirichlet, and 
Riemann. 

enment," provided that century's empiricist followers of 
Sarpi, Galileo, and Descartes the opportunity to nearly suc
ceed in destroying science.1 1  The already referenced, two 
skilled "ivory tower" formalists of that time from among 
mathematicians, the fanatical hoaxsters Leonhard Euler and 
Lagrange, led that fraudulent attack upon Leibniz which, for
tunately, Gauss refuted, essentially, in his own 1799 paper. 

Napoleon Bonaparte's accession to a fascist form of impe
rial power, and his sponsorship of presentation of the empiri
cist dogmas of Lagrange, produced the opportunity and prece
dent for a new, Eighteenth-Century attempt to destroy 
Classical forms of modem French science, an assault contin
ued with greater force in the post-1814 role of the British
founded, French Restoration monarchy's favorites, Laplace 
and Cauchy, to eradicate the original, Leibnizian program of 

11. The method of Descartes is to be treated as a variant of empiricism. 

Charles 
Babbage 

(England, 
1792-1871) 

The Leibniz follower 
who discovered the 

modern mathematical 
design for the digital 

computer, and who, 

with his collaborators, 
brought about the 

dumping of the useless 
Newton version of the 

calculus. 
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Bernhard 
Riemann 
(Germany, 

1826-1866) 

He made the 
revolution in physical 
geometry upon which 

subsequent net 
progress in modern 

physical science has 
depended. 

the Carnot-Monge geometric tradition of the Ecole Polytech
nique. That same hoax was continued in such forms as the 
savage attacks on the foundations of modern European sci
ence by the combination of the British empiricists and neo
Cartesian followers of Lagrange's assault on the Leibnizian 
roots of France's Ecole Polytechnique. As a result, since that 
time, especially since the hoaxes of Clausius, Grassmann, 
Kelvin, Helmholtz, et al., that form of the conflict between 
good, Classical science, and empiricist hoaxes in the name 
of science (reductionism), has persisted to the present day. 
Usually, reductionism has prevailed politically, so far. 

That much said on those pivotal historical features of 
those problems of modem science, I return to the trail of my 
principal, ontological argument here. 

Two elementary modern discoveries of physical science 
illustrate the method already employed by such ancients as the 
Pythagoreans and Plato to solve such elementary paradoxes as 

Lyndon H. 
LaRouche, Jr. 

(United States, 
1922-) 

A follower of Leibniz, 
who has emerged as 
the leading physical 

economist of the 
world today. 
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the doubling of the line, square, and cube, and the uniqueness, 
by construction, of the five Platonic solids.12 The most ele
mentary, and crucial modem applications of the same Classi
cal method, are Kepler's uniquely original discovery of uni
versal gravitation, and the elaboration of Fermat's principle 
of universal quickest action, as continued through Leibniz's 
original development of the infinitesimal calculus, and as the 
catenary-keyed universal physical principle of least action. 

These works of Kepler, Leibniz, and their like, were the 
discoveries fraudulently attacked by those pro-Satanic mod
em sophists known variously as the empiricists, Cartesians, 
Physiocrats, phenomenologists, and existentialists.13  The role 
of the cult of "free trade," is typical of the way in which such 
forms of what I shall expose here as pro-Satanic forms of 
belief, induce a people, such as many in our U.S.A., to tend 
to destroy itself, as by a flight from being the world's leading 
productive power, to the floundering, post-1964 decadence 
of our predatory, pro-imperialist, consumerist culture, an in
creasing moral, cultural, and economic decadence, which 
took control over during the 1964-2003 interval to date. Look 
at the two cases, gravitation and least action, successively, as 
cases which illustrate a crucial, most elementary ontological 
principle of all competent scientific method. Failure to grasp 
the elementary principle expressed by those cases, would 
cripple all subsequent attempts to define a scientific way of 
modem thinking in general. 

As our association's educational program has emphasized 
in its work to date, Kepler's observation is typical of all valid 
scientific method, in pointing out the scientifically fatal errors 
of judgment common to the pro-Aristotelean astronomy of 
Claudius Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe. Contrary 
to the mathematical presumptions of those pro-Aristotelean 
astronomers, the planetary orbits were not only elliptical, with 
the Sun situated as one of the focii; but the motion along 
the orbital trajectory was constantly non-uniform. As Kepler 
emphasized, explicitly, this evidence demonstrated, among 
other things, that that product of reductionism known as Ari
stoteleanism, was fraudulent. 14 Aristotle's "apriorism," which 

12. Again, Plato's notion of "power," as opposed to the "ivory tower" meta
physics of so-called "energy." 

13. Since this report was drafted, my associate Michael Liebig has stoutly 
and correctly emphasized his thesis, that the continuing root problem of 
European civilization, still today, is what Socrates and Plato attacked as 
the essential form of pure evil in their time, the sophists-and, I add, such 
predecessors of the sophists as the reductionist Eleatics, such as Parmenides, 
and the Delphi Apollo cult. The modern reductionists, such as the empiricists, 
are essentially a continuation of that popularized cult of sophistry which 
destroyed the civilization of ancient Greece, and also Rome, from within. 
This sophist tradition is the same acid by which contemporary European 
civilization, including that of U.S. popular opinion, has nearly destroyed the 
U.S.A. and Europe from within, over the recent four decades. Sophism were 
better understood as a typical synonym for the generality of the methods 
of reductionism. 

14. Aristotle was deployed from Demosthenes' school of rhetoric, to bore 
from within Plato's Academy. His Nicomachean Ethics is typical of the 
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degraded knowledge to the mere describing of sense-percep
tion, was proven false by a more competent study of certain 
kinds of irregularities in the observed phenomena themselves. 
Kepler's discovery of gravitation was the point of origin of 
such crucial later developments as Leibniz's uniquely origi
nal discovery of the infinitesimal calculus, and, as I shall 
emphasize here, of the crucially pivotal concept of a Riemann 
Surface Function. 

The sophist (reductionist) method denies the existence of 
knowable truth, as the ancient Aristotelean hoaxsters denied 
such knowledge, for astronomy or otherwise, and the famous 
modem hoaxster, the empiricist neo-aristotelean Immanuel 
Kant did.15 The reductionist insists that we actually know only 
that which is presented to us by our senses. 16 Contrary to 
the sophists, the measured characteristics of the compared 
planetary orbits of Earth and Mars, sufficed to exemplify the 
proof that we do not know physical reality from our senses; 
we know reality through the specifically human power of 
hypothesizing, by experimental determination of the validity 
of those hypotheses which solve the contradictory paradoxes 
which often arise when we attempt to explain the behavior 
of the observed world by reliance on merely describing the 
experience of sense-perception.17 

Shadow and substance! Gravitation is an experimentally 
proven hypothesis, which defines our knowledge of that uni
versal physical principle as one which can not be detected 
directly by the senses, but which nonetheless efficiently af
fects the movement of those mere shadows which are the 
sensed aspects of our world. This points the mind of the intelli
gent observer to the fact, that our sense-apparatus is merely 
part of our organism. What our senses report to us, is, at 
best, the effect of action by the world outside on those sense
organs, not the image of that efficient action itself. 18 The 

sophist method. Claudius Ptolemy's scheme, which was based upon the 
fraudulent method of Aristotle, was an effort to destroy the most competent 
astronomy of that time, the legacy of Aristarchus and Eratosthenes. Kepler 
deals explicitly with the methodological fallacy of Aristotle in his own report 
of the discovery of gravitation. Aristotle's method is the reductionist method 
otherwise associated with the name of sophistry. 

15. (Kant, previously a rabid empiricist from the school of David Hume, 
produced his series of Critiques premjsed upon a syncretic expression of 
empiricism incorporating the teachings of Aristotle.) Meanwhile, while this 
was being edited for release, my associate Bruce Director elaborated the 
same essential point, in contrasting it to the revolutionary discovery presented 
by Bernhard Riemann in the latter's 1954 habilitation dissertation. Cf. Bruce 
Director, Riemann for Anti-Dummies, No. 47, "Defeating I. Kant"; at 
www .theacademy2004.com. 

16. "That's only a theory !" is the typical protest of the sterile intellect steeped 
in the dogmas of simple sense-certainty. The curious fact of the matter, is 
that the advocate of such views miraculously fails to grow the tail which 
would manifest at least the species-sincerity of his doctrine. 

17. Actually, as I have occasionally illustrated this point, this discovery by 
Kepler requires the implied notion of a Riemann Surface Function as the 
means for representing the mental image of Kepler's concept visually. 

18. Again, the image conveyed by the notion of a Riemann Surface Function. 
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senses show us, at best, shadows cast by a universe which 
exists beyond the direct observation of the senses. The domain 
of sense-perception presents us the mere shadows of the real 
principles which operate in a universe outside the domain of 
direct sense-perception. The same point was made in Plato's 
treatment of the doubling of the square (Theaetetus) 19 and 
the construction of the Platonic solids.20 

Shadow and substance! Fermat discovered that the propa
gation of light follows a pathway of quickest time, rather than 
shortest distance. The continued refinement of that discovery, 
successively, by Huyghens, Leibniz, and John Bernouilli, 
most notably, led to Leibniz's interrelated discoveries of that 
principle of universal least action, which is the unique basis 
for the infinitesimal calculus, the related physical principle 
of logarithmic functions, and the role of the catenary as an 
expression of the most characteristic feature of what Gauss 
and Riemann later defined, successively, as the complex 
domain. 

Both of the outcomes of those exemplary cases, Kepler's 
uniquely original discovery of the principle of gravitation, 
and Leibniz's defining of a universal physical principle of 
least action, defy that naive, false presumption which teaches 
that our senses show us directly the real universe in which we 
exist. These, and comparable discoveries of universal physi
cal principle, show us principles by means of which we can 
increase our willful, and also visible control of the universe; 
but, they also show us the nature of that universal principle 
of physical hypothesis, the faculty of noesis21 by means of 
which we are able to adduce the existence of, and effect the 
practical mastery of those specific physical principles. 

The acquisition of such efficiently practical knowledge of 
principles beyond the powers of sense perception, enables us 
to define the efficient function of sense-perception within that 
real universe which lies within nothing less than the complex 
domain, a universe beyond the shadow-world of sense-per
ception as such. Describe this relationship by aid of the fol
lowing illustration. 

The Case of the Night-Time Sky 
The oldest known precedent for what we call "physical 

science" today, is reflected in ancient astronomical calendars. 
The derivation of the notion of science today, is traced in 
European civilization from a geometric study of astronomy 
which the pro-Egyptian Pythagoreans named "spherics." The 

19. On this, see, once again, Jonathan Tennenbaum on Plato's use of the 
notion of "power." here, in opposition to the reductionist term, "energy," 
subsequently introduced by Plato's adversary Aristotle. 

20. In this instance, I reference Plato's treatment of the implications of that 
construction in his Timaeus. 

21. Vernadsky's term for those uniquely human powers of creative reason, 
by means of which individuals discover those hypotheses which prove, ex
perimentally, to be universal physical principles, principles which exist be
yond the abilities of lower forms of life, and beyond the direct reach of our 
powers of perception. 
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notion of "universally efficient physical principles" today, is 
derived from study of the regular behavior of the "wanderers" 
of our Solar System, as seen against the background of the 
clearer moments of opportunity to view the night-time stel
lar sky.22 

As man begins to approximate a "normalization" of the 
night-time sky-to compensate for the fact that any observa
tion from a point on Earth, is viewing immediate sights from 
a point on the surface of a rotating and moving quasi-spheroid, 
our planet-a certain notion of what we call a "universe" 
emerges. The question is thus posed: What are we seeing, 
"up there"? 

From a "normalized" position on Earth, the stellar display 
appears to lie on the interior surface of a spherical space of 
great, but undetermined radius. In ancient times, Solar events 
seemed to many to be willfully insolent wanderers against the 
backdrop of an array of seemingly fixed stars, stars apparently 
lying along the internal surface of a celestial sphere. Call this 
upward-looking view of the universe, the relevant starting
point for mankind's notion of a universal Sensorium, a view 
of that universe as it is presented to our sense-organs. Those 
who made the mistake of assuming that our senses show us 
the real universe directly, tended toward the belief that the 
measurements of what could be read as constant angular, or 
straight-line motion of observed bodies, would be the simply 
statistical form of expression of laws directly governing the 
universe, lawful effects which were thus misinterpreted as 
merely lying within, confined to the bounds as of a universal 
Sensorium within which the existence of our Earth was pre
sumably situated. 

Similarly, as in the example of the typical modern dupe's 
misunderstanding of cyclical and related periodic movements 
within financial markets, the dupe assumes that charting those 
apparent patterns produces knowledge of supposed "laws of 
the market-place." That dupe fails to grasp the point that fi
nancial markets, like sheep-shearings, are deployed to trap 
and strip the victim-investor by aid of the investor's own 
simple-minded cupidity, his foolish faith in "seeing is believ
ing," as in his substitution of patterns of simplistic statistical 
readings for what should have been his attention to physically 
efficient causes of effects. 

That said, turn one's attention in two directions. In one 
direction we have, contrary to the reductionists, those more 
insightful ancients who viewed the universe within the 
bounds of that Sensorium from a pre-Euclidean standpoint 
akin to that of Thales and the Pythagoreans. We have also, 
their proper successors, including the Aristarchus who dem
onstrated that the Earth orbitted the Sun, and the Eratosthenes 
who measured the curvature of the surface of the Earth (with 
remarkable approximation) by observations made from 

22. The "deep pit" method used by Eratosthenes and others, provided a 
way of viewing the stars during mid-day. E.g., the method of observation 
employed to assist his celebrated estimation of the curvature of the Earth. 
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points in the vicinity of the Mediterranean, on the surface of 
our planet. Then, we have modem science, which erupted 
within the Fifteenth-Century, Italy-centered Renaissance. 

I shall bring our attention back to that fact at a relevant 
point, later in this report; for the moment, focus on the fact 
that this Renaissance revived ancient Classical Greek knowl
edge of the methods of physical science from the relative 
intellectual dark ages of Roman imperial traditions, and did 
this in the setting of giving birth to the first modem sovereign 
nation-states, those of Louis Xi's France and Henry VII's 
England. This was also the birth of modem European ci viliza
tion out from a long dark age which dominated Europe under 
the emerging Roman Empire and the subsequent prolongation 
of feudalism.23 It was also the birthplace of modem science, 
as typified by the work of Brunelleschi, Nicholas of Cusa, 
Leonardo da Vinci, and their follower, the founder of the 
notion of a comprehensive modem mathematical physics, Jo
hannes Kepler. The historical circumstances most relevant to 
this report, are, in summary, the following. 

Although the fact of the Earth's orbitting the Sun was 
known to mid-Fifteenth-Century founders of modem experi
mental science, such as Nicholas of Cusa, Inquisition-ridden, 
post-A.D. 1511 Europe returned to the failed Aristotelean, 
"ivory tower" methods of astronomy of Claudius Ptolemy, 
Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe: until Kepler. All three of these 
pre-Kepler copiers of Aristotle's reductionism, portrayed the 
universe as lying within the apparent linear-statistical regular
ity of motion within the "internal surface" of the astronomi
cal Sensorium. 

Now, centuries later, the Sensorium is conceived in depth. 
It is imagined that an expanding universe of galaxies, and of 
highly complex and vast configurations within each galaxy is 
to be considered. However, such latter discoveries do not yet 
address the crucial question: Is the Sensorium, so defined, 
self-evidently real? This forces our attention to the function 
of the modem, pro-Platonic nation-state republic, in giving a 
needed new definition to the meaning of science. 

What was the pathological assumption which prompted 
post-1511 official, relatively decadent, then predominant, 
Venice-centered, reactionary authorities in Europe, to attempt 
to tum back the clock of science to reductionist superstitions, 
such as the methods of Aristotle and William of Ockham? 
What is the simplest way of making clear the systemic fea-

23. The emergence of the modern nation-state out of the morass of ancient 
imperial Rome and ultramontane feudalism, is to be studied, chiefly, as an 
impulse toward the freeing of society from the Romantic's ultramontane 
notion of imperial law. This process is chiefly divided between two periods. 
The first of these steps toward freeing mankind from the ultramontane, is 
typified by the rejection of the fraudulent "Donation of Constantine," from 
Charlemagne through Dante Alighieri. That first period is treated by legal 
historian Friedrich August von der Heyde' s Die Geburtssturule des souverii

nen Staates (Regensburg: Druck und Verlag Josef Habbel, 1952). The sec
ond phase is the birth of the modern sovereign nation-state republic during 
the course of the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, as expressed by Louis Xi's 
France and Henry VII' s England. A comparison of the two cases has been 
made public by my wife, Helga Zepp-LaRouche. 
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tures of that Venice-orchestrated rampage of moral deca
dence during the 1511-1648 interval of religious warfare? 
Consider the social origins of the decadence, first, and then 
focus upon the epistemological consequences. 

As I shall emphasize here, the underlying political issue 
posed by the Venice-led attempt to reverse the progress of the 
Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, is the fight over the proposi
tion: ls man a higher form of beast, or a species categorically 
distinct from, and superior to all lower forms of life? In other 
words, this issue is, once again: What is the functional nature 
of specifically human knowledge, which sets the human spe
cies apart from the beasts? What are the conditions under 
which the members of a culture are confronted with proof of 
such considerations? 

The Fifteenth-Century, Florence-centered Renaissance is 
the historical benchmark which separates emergence of mod
em European civilization from the admittedly still lingering 
aromas of the declining, philosophically irrationalist, Roman
tic world of feudalism. The central intellectual figure of that 
revolutionary moment of historic change is Cardinal Nicholas 
of Cusa, whose Concordantia Catholica prescribed both an 
ecumenical reform of the then-shattered Papacy, and the re
placement of the feudal system by a community of principle 
among sovereign nation-state republics,24 and whose De 

Docta lgnorantia provided the initial approximation of a 
comprehensive definition of what became known as modem 
physical science. The crucial complementary development to 
that effect in Italy, was the transition, pioneered by the cour
age of Jeanne d' Arc, which made possible the first modem 
nation-state, a united France under Louis XI. The second 
modem nation-state was England under Henry VII. 

The correlated political development was Christopher 
Columbus's voyage of discovery, implementing a post-A.D. 
1453 project which was organized by Nicholas of Cusa, and 
carried out by according to maps and other designs which 
Columbus planned and conducted, on the basis of materials 
he obtained from Cusa's collaborator Toscanelli. The irony 
of Columbus's 1492 re-discovery of the inhabited land across 
the Atlantic, was that it coincided with the precedent of that 
brutish savagery of tyrannical Spain's monstrous persecution 
of the Jews and Moors.25 The latter brutishness opened the 
door for what has been called modem Europe's "little New 
Dark Age" of recurring religious and related wars of the 1511-
1648 period. 

Despite the brutish horrors of those chiefly Venice-or
chestrated religious and related wars of the 1511-1648 inter-

24. Concordantia Catholica is, in principle, the successor to Dante Aligh
ieri's De Monarchia. The latter, which reflects the totality of Dante's princi
pal work, defined the proposed emergence of a form ofnational societies freed 
from the shackles of the ultramontane Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries' 
Venetian-Norman feudal hegemony. 

25. This expulsion of the Moors and Jews, was the crime against God and 
mankind which set the pace for the brutish self-destruction of 1511-1648 
Spain, and for the subsequent eruption of Carlism and such fascist sequels 
as the pathological doctrine of Hispanidad. 
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"Shadow and substance! Fennat [French philosopher and mathematician Pierre 
de Fennat, in 1661] discovered that the propagation of light follows a pathway of 
quickest time, rather than shortest distance. The continued refinement of that 
discovery, successively, by Huyghens, Leibniz, and John Bernouilli, most notably, 
led to Leibniz's interrelated discoveries of that principle of universal least action, 
which is the unique basis for the infinitesimal calculus, the related physical 
principle of logarithmic functions, and the role of the catenary as an expression of 
the most characteristic feature of what Gauss and Riemann later defined, 
successively, as the complex domain. " 

val, the secular thrust of the entire span of 1401-1789, and 
beyond, through all ebbs and flows, was the net progress, over 
the period taken as a whole, toward forms of society which 
liberated Europe from that prevalent degradation of the mass 
of humanity to the status of either hunted or herded human 
cattle. For the first time, the principle of agape, of Plato and 
Christianity, found expression in a notion of political society 
as rightly governed by that principle of natural law which 
appeared later as the fundamental constitutional principle of 
law in the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution. That 
principle is expressed summarily by the combined names of 
an interdependent notion of national sovereignty, general 
welfare, and posterity. 

This doctrine of natural law meant three things in practice. 
That a nation-state republic must be perfectly sovereign. That 
the rulers had no moral right to reign except as they were 
efficiently dedicated to the general welfare of all of the popu
lation, and that society placed the benefits to posterity above 
those enjoyed by the presently living. It followed, that al
though states must en joy sovereignty, they are bound, accord
ing to natural law, to promote these three rights and benefits 
among all peoples; hence, those concurring conditions repre
sent the basis in natural law for a community of principle, 
rather that a system based on the prescription of inevitable 
conflict, such as that of the empiricists Hobbes and Locke. 

This Fifteenth-Century, Renaissance-led revolution in 
statecraft, as typified in approximation by Louis XI' s France 
and Henry VII' s England, was the date and place of the birth 
of actual political-economy. This birth of political-economy 
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gave practical expression of a new, lawful definition of the 
proper nature of government of both the human individual 
and society. This notion of the state's moral accountability 
for fostering the general welfare of all persons and their pos
terity, is the birth of modem society, the progressive freeing 
of that former underclass, the majority of mankind, from the 
social-political, and economic status of being treated as virtu
ally merely "human cattle." 

It was this modem conception of natural law, rooted in a 
functional notion of the promotion of the general welfare 
of all persons and their individual and collective posterities, 
which is the basis for any competent notion of law and politi
cal-economy in particular, and of physical science in general. 
It is from the standpoint of the Fifteenth-Century notion of 
modem science, that we adopt the ancient Classical precur
sors of science, such as the pre-Euclidean Pythagoreans, as 
an imperfectly developed, but integral part of the foundations 
for emergence of a competent modem science today. 

Earlier, that larger mass of mankind, which had been 
treated conventionally as hunted or herded human cattle, had 
few lawful rights under feudal imperial (ultramontane) law 
which differed little, even unwittingly, from those forms of 
rights accorded to fairly-treated herded cattle. This same feu
dal doctrine, expressed by the Anjou-like Anglo-French 
Fronde tradition of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, 
was the premise of the neo-feudalist dogma of the Physio
crats, as defined axiomatically by Dr. Frarn;:ois Quesnay. 
Quesnay's doctrine of laissez-faire, like that of Turgot, and 
of the Adam Smith who plagiarized his "free trade" dogma 
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largely from France's Physiocrats, was premised on the prop
osition, that the serfs of the estate had no more rights than 
those enjoyed by herded, non-human cattle, and that, there
fore, the profit of the estate was a magical expression of the 
Cathar-like benefit of the charter expressed by the patent of 
lordship over the estate held by that usually lazy parasite 
currently the decadent, aristocratic landlord or other title
holder to property-right or "shareholder value." 

Prior to the new, modem conception of law, a notion of 
law typified by such works of Cusa as his inherently comple
mentary Concordantia Catholica and his subsequent De 

Docta Ignorantia, the reduction of the foreigner and lower 
classes to the virtual status of human cattle, defined the latter 
as merely at the service of the ruling classes, as cattle are, 
rather than measuring society's performance in terms of the 
included benefits expressed in the uplifting of the whole popu
lation. 

For example. Following the U.S. Civil War, the policies 
of education of the slave represented by the work of Frederick 
Douglass, were widely superseded by a doctrine which low
ered the standard of education and intellectual life of the freed 
slave to the level sufficient for a workaday life of menial work. 
Earlier, the world's leading economist of that time, Henry C. 
Carey, documented the case, that the pre-1865 U.S. national 
economy, had "lost money" on the work of the slaves, while 
the profits of that slavery were enjoyed chiefly by British 
interests and their American Tory accomplices. The ulti-

Kepler's 
Revolutionary 
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The most crippling error in 
mathematics, economics, 
and physical science today, 
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acknowledge the work of 
Johannes Kepler, Pierre 
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This video, accessible to 
the layman, uses animated 
graphics to teach Kepler's 
principles of planetary 
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mately catastrophic collapse of the internal economy of Italy 
under the slavery-ridden Roman Empire, is typical of the kind 
of false, merely superficial and temporary prosperity enjoyed 
by a nation which obtains the apparent prosperity of the few, 
through the looting of the land and persons of the many, which 
loots, thus, both that land and those lower classes which it 
treats as virtually human cattle. 

The collapse today, of a U.S.A., which had been the 
world's leading producer-power under Presidents Franklin 
Roosevelt, Eisenhower, and Kennedy, into a predatory, deca
dent, ruined consumerist culture, reflects the ruinous effects 
of U.S.-directed post-1971 monetary-financial policies of the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) on the nations of the 
Americas which those U.S.-directed IMF policies have driven 
to collapse. The parasite which thus destroys its host, is thus 
condemned to collapse out of its own reckless folly. 

The principle of the sovereign nation-state gave the serf 
the right, taken from him by ultramontane feudalism, of being 
human, under a new conception of the law of sovereign na
tion-states. The development of the productive powers of the 
individual and the right to participate in the fruit produced by 
that development, became the intent of the natural law of the 
newly introduced institution, the modern sovereign nation
state. Under this law, the people and land of the nation were 
no longer mere cordwood to be consumed for the warmth of 
the oligarchs and their lackeys; the defense and improvement 
of the welfare of all the people and their posterity became the 
calculable form of obligation on which the continued author
ity of the government depended. That is the elementary ex
pression, in first approximation, of the modem institution 
called political-economy. 

Rendering this new order of society in that implicitly cal
culable form of organization, by defining political-economy, 
creates the setting which was indispensable for the Fifteenth
Century birth of modern European science. The possibility of 
an improvement of the conditions of life of both current and 
future generations, depends upon the objective interdepen
dency of two forms of specifically human activity, by means 
of which man accomplishes what no other living species can 
do, the effecting of willful increases of the potential relative 
population-density of the human species. 

These two forms of activity are typified in their effect as, 
first, the efficiently-used discoveries of universal principles, 
and, second, those insights into the principled role of Classical 
artistic composition, such as the Classical tragedy of Aeschy
lus, Shakespeare, and Schiller, in enabling society to intend 
to cooperate willfully and efficiently in efficient promotion 
and use of the benefits of physical-scientific progress. 

The difference between those two cooperating impulses, 
is that in the fundamental discoveries of universal physical 
principle, the individual creative mind is acting in individual 
relationship to the physical universe. In the principles of Clas
sical artistic composition, the individual is acting in relation
ship to the principles of those social processes through which 
society cooperates in the application of discovered universal 
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physical principles. The benefits of those activities are the 
only actual source of what should be regarded as the physical 
form of economic profit by society. There is no other source 
of true and legitimate profit than the combined benefit of the 
action of discovering and adopting these two kinds of univer
sal principles. 

This view of science, within the context of political econ
omy, forces modern society to confront itself with a new kind 
of view of the difference between man and the beast. As we 
can show clearly from the doctrine of Moses, the work of 
Plato, and the principles of Christianity, for example, excep
tional individuals of earlier society were able to adduce an 
essentially correct definition of the nature of man which sets 
our species apart from, and above the beasts; but the modem 
nation-state republic, as seen in Nicholas of Cusa's Concor

dantia Catholica, was the first appearance of a form of soci
ety efficiently ordered for the promotion of forms of progress 
consistent with the special nature of the human being, as a 
creature whose characteristic activity is the discovery and 
application of those two classes of universal principles. 

The modem sovereign nation-state republic, is a form 
of state which must be efficiently dedicated to that higher 
authority of the doctrine of natural law expressed as the Pre
amble of the U.S. Federal Constitution, which does not recog
nize the existence of a right to "class interest" by any social 
class; the notion of "shareholder value" spread in modern 
nations today exists only as a specifically fascist doctrine 
of the Romantic law-tradition of the accomplices Hegel and 
Savigny, and their follower the Nazi Carl Schmitt. Like sci
ence, republican natural law measures intention and perfor
mance by nothing less than universal standards: specifically, 
the universality of mankind, and mankind's implicitly as
signed role of exerting increasing control or, and responsibil
ity for the welfare of mankind, and improvement of the uni
verse we inhabit. 

With the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, the idea of man 
in the universe, as a universal being so expressed by willful 
practice, became the guide for those changes in mankind's 
practice which deserve the name of progress. With the 1789 
adoption of the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution, 
a moral standard was established for all modem European 
civilization, under which society obliged itself to regulate 
itself according to the measurable progress of its entire popu
lation, toward the improvement of the general welfare of all 
of its people and their posterity. With that continuation of 
the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance's founding of the modern 
nation-state, the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, the 1776 U.S. 
Declaration of lndependence, and the 1789 U.S. Federal Con
stitution, a form of lawful physical economy was invoked as 
a model of reference for a supreme law of nations, which, 
when served, represents a measurable form of the true nature 
of mankind. Hence, the very name of modern history, and the 
related notion of modem science, must be so dated. 

These missions of the modem republic can be accom
plished in no other way than accumulated knowledge and use 
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of those discovered universal physical principles which exist 
beyond the mere shadow-world of naive sense-perception. 
This proper view of mankind, its power, and its mission, be
gins when we seek those principles, of those two kinds, which, 
by their nature, are hidden from mere sense-perception, by 
knowledge of which man may reach out toward controlling 
the invisible ordering of events in the Sensorium which is 
reflected to our senses as the night-time sky. 

It was under those political preconditions, that modem 
science adduced the notion of the complex domain from the 
precedents of the ancient Platonic tradition. 

2. The Complex Domain and 
Man's Immortality 

The proof that the universe contains efficient universal 
principles which are not themselves directly objects of the 
senses, presents us with the need to think of the individual's 
relationship to nature around us in terms of two geometries. 
The first of those is what I have defined, in the preceding 
pages, as the anti-Euclidean form of the geometry of the uni
versal Sensorium; the second is a geometry based on nothing 
but an experimental reading of the measurable relations 
within a set of inter-relationships among those discoverable, 
and experimentally validated universal physical principles 
which are generated by Plato's method of hypothesis. The 
first, is approximately the shadow-world geometry of sense
perceptual space-time. The second, is the unperceived uni
verse of those actual principles which produce those paradox
ical sensory effects which prompt the recognition of the exis
tence of the unperceived, but efficiently existing universal 
physical principles. The two geometries are everywhere inter
acting. 

We shall consider this, first, as it impacts the work of 
the physical scientist. Later, we shall turn to the matter of 
Classical artistic composition. 

In the first of those two instances: The known interaction 
of those two geometries, perceptual and physical, is the effect 
reflected in modem mathematical physics as the notion of the 
actuality of the Gauss-Riemann complex domain. Within this 
combined notion, the relationship of the second, the physi
cally efficient action, to the first, the physical geometry of 
the visible domain, is expressed as the shadowy impact of 
physical principles on the Sensorium; these, combined, are 
the subject of the general notion of a Riemann Surface func
tion, as elaborated by Riemann on, chiefly, the foundations 
of Gauss's notions of the general principles of curvature.26 

For first approximation, consider this case for gravitation as 
Kepler defines it. Next, in second approximation, consider 

26. Bernhard Riemann, ( On the Hypotheses Which Underlie Geometry) Uber 
die Hypothesen welche der Geometrie zu Grunde lie gen. Berhard Riemanns 
gesammelte mathematische Werke, H. Weber, ed. (New York: Dover Publi
cations reprint edition, 1953). 
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the evolutionary development of Fermat's concept of quick
est time, the notion which was to appear in a more developed 
form as Leibniz's catenary-pivotted concept of universal 
least action. 

Kepler situates the physical principle of gravitation with 
respect to evidence bearing upon the successive treatments of 
the implications of the construction of the Platonic solids 
by Plato,27 Luca Pacioli, and Leonardo da Vinci.28 Kepler 
proceeds from this insight into the ostensibly elliptical har
monic characteristics of the set of Solar orbits, to make the 
first generalized leap of insight into what became known later 
as the physical nature of the complex domain. This insight 
led to Kepler's defining a set of orbital values characteristic 
of a necessary, but also necessarily exploded planet, lying in 
a designated orbit between Mars and Jupiter; an exploded 
planet which Gauss proved, nearly two centuries later, to be 
the remains known as the Asteroid belt. 

These considerations by Kepler define an unseen, but ef
ficient action occurring everywhere in the perceived Solar 
System, action causing that system to behave differently, at 
every visible point, than can be accounted for in terms of 
constant action among visible movements. Therefore, we 
must create the mental image of a new space-time, which, on 
the one hand, corresponds to perception, but, on the other 
hand, moves perceived action by some knowable, but imper
ceptible universal physical principle. The conjunction of 
these two actions, respectively shadow and substance, defines 
a new geometry in which both effects, perceived and causal, 
are combined as one geometry.29 That becomes the complex 
domain of Leibniz's principle of universal least action, the 
complex domain as defined, successively, by Gauss and Rie
mann, in concert with their collaborators, such as Lejeune 
Dirichlet, and others, such as Abel, on whose work the product 
presented by Riemann depended in most significant degree. 

I shall leave it to our collaborators to work through the 
geometries my outline has thus implied. The included purpose 
of that assigned exercise, is to break through the barrier which 
separates simply perceptual visualization of events in sensory 
space-time, from the conceptualization of higher geometries 
arising from synthetic visualization of the unseen principle 
of action revealing its presence at each point. The reader's 
attention will be returned to some implications of that matter, 
below, after we have compared this case to that presented by 
the notion of a Classical principle of artistic composition. 
Therefore, reasons for this decision by me will be clarified a 
bit later in this report. 

The Subject of Classical Irony 
In an effective staging of a Classical tragedy, or of a Clas

sical musical composition, the images on stage are superseded 

27. E.g., Timaeus. 

28. E.g., De Divine Proportione. 

29. Hence, what Euler mistakenly discards as "imaginary," is the real, and 
what Euler calls "real," is the product of the sensory imagination ! 
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by a drama performed on the internal "stage" of the individual 
audience member's imagination. The comparison of the two 
stages, the shadows perceived and the imagined reality, in
volves contrasted human mental states analogous to the con
trast between sensory perception and recognition of the un
seeable universal principle governing the movements of that 
which is perceived. Every successful Classical performer, 
dramatic or musical, is implicitly aware of this, and is gov
erned by a prescience of such relationships.30 This is the key 
to the definition of all Classical artistic principles; it is also 
the key to all political practice which leads nations along 
an upward course of social self-development of the human 
species as a whole. 

Those introductory remarks on the matter now immedi
ately before us, are intended to point attention to a question: 
What is the object which corresponds to the individual 's men
tal act of hypothetical discovery of what proves, experimen
tally, to be a universal physical principle? That mental act 
corresponds to what Vemadsky defines as (biogeochemical) 
noesis. 

In true noesis, our subject is the existence of ideas which 
reside outside the scope of sense-perception; yet, they are 
definite, experimentally efficient ideas, of the same degree 
of distinctness, as ideas, as might be ascribed to any sense
perceived object.3 1  These are referenced under the heading of 
powers by Plato.32 Therefore, out of respect for the definite 
nature of such ideas of principle, I refer to these distinct con
ceptions as thought-objects. 33 To hone my foregoing observa
tion to a fine point: what is the thought-object represented by 
the act of discovery of a universal physical principle? What 
is the recognition of such a thought-object in one mind by 
another person? What is the kindred thought-object whose 
controlling presence defines the successful composition, or 
performance of a Classical tragedy, or musical composition, 
as distinct from the mere sensationalism of Romantic and 
modernist artistic composition or performance?34 

Both of these compared types of thought-objects, physical 

30. The task of the playwright or composer, is to foresee the arrangement of 
the shadows represented by the seen and heard action on stage, and to arrange 
those shadowy elements deployed in such an ironical fashion as to provoke 
the audience to search its own mind for the reality to which those shadows 
correspond. It is as if God arranged the visible motion of the Solar System 
to cause Kepler's mind to recognize the reality of a universal principle of 
gravitation. So, the adequate performer of a Classical musical composition 
crafts his or her performance to force the real intent of the composer upon 
the audience. The greatest conductor of the Twentieth Century, Wilhelm 
Furtwangler, referred to this as "performing between the notes." 

31. Cf. B. Riemann, "Zur Psychologie und Metaphysik," Bernhard Rie

manns gesamme lte mathematische Werke, op. cit., pp. 507-538. N.B. pp. 
509-520. 

32. Jonathan Tennenbaum, op. cit. 

33. There are those who recognize such thought-objects, and those who 
protest, "I Kant !" 

34. Exemplary is the disgusting practice of "director theater" arrangements 
of Classical drama, the one more disgusting than the version it superseded. 
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The Six Species of the Human Voice, and Their Registers 
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"The human singing voice is . . .  developed to its naturally optimal potential by methods equivalent to that Fifteenth-Century Florentine 
bel canto singing-voice tradition . . . .  The result is the same characteristic of the human singing-voice reflected in the systemic conflict 
between Bach's well-tempered counterpoint and the empiricist's equal-tempered keyboard." 

and Classical-artistic, have the ontological quality we met in 
my earlier references, here, to the original discovery of an 
experimentally validated, hypothetical physical principle. 
The best choice of introductory exercises for acquiring a sense 
of the equivalence of universal physical principles to the 
thought-objects of Classical artistic composition and perfor
mance, is the study of the collection of Plato dialogues. In 
that collection as a whole, the student encounters the thought
objects called Platonic hypotheses, which pertain to physical 
principles; the same method yields those insights, also called 
hypotheses, which pertain to the principles of social pro
cesses. The latter class of insights into social processes, popu
late the domain of Classical artistic composition, and are, 
as I have often emphasized in earlier utterances, the key to 
recognizing the interdependency between Classical artistic 
composition and a competent form of a political science of 
history-making. 

In Classical composition, as in the discovery of experi
mentally validated universal physical principles, the entire 
composition is both generated by a single act of insight, and 
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never departs from being an expression of that single insight. 
Take a musical example of this principle. The late Beethoven 
string quartets Opus 131 and 132 are a work of genius even 
by the standard of Beethoven's best earlier compositions, the 
most notable, most coherent, and highest expression, to date, 
of a compositional principle of well-tempered counterpoint 
first defined by J.S. Bach. Properly apprehended, these com
positions, properly delivered, like related cases of so-called 
"late" Beethoven compositions, fascinate the mind's powers 
of concentration, subjecting them to a kaleidoscopic succes
sion of exciting acts of discovery, as coherent development, 
from start to the aftermath of the close. 35 The ordering princi-

35. The performance of any similarly qualified Classical composition, re
quires the performers and audience, alike, to make the unfolding, unifying 
process of the completed composition "one's own." This is accomplished by 
reducing the entire composition's process of development, from an ominous 
moment of silence before its beginning, to a moment of silence at the end, to 
a single principle of development. The late Beethoven quartets are perhaps 
the best cases to consider from this standpoint. Instead of a succession of 
stages, a seamless process of transcendental development, a notion of devel-
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pie which subsumes that succession, is a thought-object. That 
thought-object is the generating idea of the composition's 
unity of effect. 

A great performance of a Classical tragedy has a similar 
effect. 

That said, begin the definition of Classical composition 
in general with a crucial question: How does the individual 's 
mind discover the set of principles of both composition and 
pe,formance; how does this relate to the individual 's sover
eign act of generating an experimentally validated universal 
physical principle? In other words, what is the feature of 
thought-objects which is common to discoveries of principle 
in both physical science and Classical composition? How 
does the answer to that question make clear the reason why 
we must see Classical artistic and opposing forms of artistic 
composition (or, performance) as placed into qualitatively 
opposing categories? Classical and Romantic artistry are not 
contrasting views of art; they are different species of exis
tence, opposing one another's existence in a way comparable 
to the interspecific sterility enjoyed between mammals and 
reptiles. 

The key to the answer to that question so posed, is already 
reflected, typically, in the account of Pythagoras' definition 
of the musical comma. That account states that Pythagoras 
derived the proof of that comma by, in effect, comparing the 
division as of the octave, by a singing-voice and a monochord. 
In such an experiment, the comma is generated consistently 
only when the human singing voice is one developed to its 
naturally optimal potential by methods equivalent to that Fif
teenth-Century Florentine bel canto singing-voice tradition 
associated with the musical knowledge referenced by the 
fragmentary remains of Leonardo da Vinci's book De Mu
sica. The result is the same characteristic of the human sing
ing-voice reflected in the systemic conflict between Bach's 
well-tempered counterpoint and the empiricist's equal-tem
pered keyboard. 

In the Florentine be! canto tradition, for example, the 
placement of the tones and phrasing of the human singing 
voice, is established in memory as a set of ideas in the sense 
of Platonic thought-objects as ideas.36 This notion of the be! 
canto singing voice, is the pivotal feature of Classical compo
sition of not only music, but also, of the German and Italian 
Classical song and opera which the Classical poetry and 
drama of those musical compositions require. The same is the 
rule for the composition and performance of poetry, or the 
musical substructure of what is to be delivered as the drama 
for the Classical stage. 

opment which expresses the unfolding of the entire composition as a single 
idea, an idea comparable to Kepler's notion of the organization of the Solar 
System. 

36. This conception of music is that which Kepler adopted from both the 
implications of Plato's treatment of the determination of the Five Platonic 
solids, and the treatment of the same matter by Luca Pacioli and Leonardo 
da Vinci. 
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There is some more, which is of crucial importance in 
distinguishing music as Classical art, for example, from a 
musical physics. 

The be! canto musical scale divides the categories of hu
man singing voices among six types of human singing voices, 
as determined by what are known as natural register-shifts, 
and otherwise determined by secondary differentiations 
within voice-types. The combined effect of these and related 
features of the properly developed natural potentials of the 
human singing voice, define music as a social, rather than an 
individual expression of the use of the human creative powers 
for generating and sharing experience of the generation of 
thought-objects as ideas. This set of social relations integral 
to the "chest" of human singing voices, and the essential role 
of counterpoint in Classical musical composition, define 
Classical musical composition and performance, as a domain 
of Classical artistic composition, rather than a type of mathe
matical physics, even though the definitions of human 
thought-objects for Classical art and physical science are oth
erwise perfectly congruent. 

Thus, as Bach's Well-Tempered Preludes and Fugues 
illustrate the case, the social characteristic of musical ideas is 
expressed by the principles of Well-Tempered counterpoint. 
On this account, Classical musical performance requires that 
instrumentalists impose the characteristics of the bel canto
trained human singing voice on the instruments; otherwise, 
the attempted instrumental aspect of performance of even 
Classical compositions degenerates into a mimickry of Ro
manticism, such as that of Liszt and Wagner, or even modern
ism. Competent performers never play the notes of the score; 
the score is a mnemonic device, a mere shadow of the Classi
cal composer's intention, which must be back-translated into 
the process, the unifying thought-object, the principle, which 
is the intended composition as an indivisible single concep
tion to be transmitted to the audience. 

Insight into these functions of Classical musical composi
tion derived from the natural, be! canto, characteristics of the 
human singing voice, leads into insight into the cognitive 
functions of the human speaking voice itself. These connec
tions are best explored by attention to the role of Classical 
forms of sung prosody in ancient through modem forms of 
the poetry of sundry languages. 37 Modernist compositions and 
utterance of poetry and prose are an expression of forms of 
decadence which have resulted in the victims' critical loss of 
the ability to compose and utter such prosody, or even to 
compose the forms of spoken and written utterance required 
to convey what Percy Bysshe Shelley identifies as "profound 
and impassioned conceptions respecting man and nature." 

37. Cf. the comparison of the modern Classical Italian and German modes 
of the bet canto human singing voice's application to Classical song composi
tion. See A Manua l on the Rudiments of Tuning and Registration, Book 

I: Introduction and Human Singing Voice, Project Editors John Sigerson 
and Kathy Wolfe (Washington, D.C.: Schiller Institute, 1992). 
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Archytas' Construction for Doubling of the Cube 

Archytas developed a 

construction to find two 

geometric means between two 

magnitudes, AC and AB. 

Magnitude AC is drawn as the 

diameter of circle ABC; AB is a 

chord of the circle. Using this 

circle as the base, generate a 

cylinder. The circle is then 

rotated 90
° 

about AC, so it is 

perpendicular to the plane of 

circle ABC; it is then rotated 

about point A, to form a torus 

with nil diameter. (The 

intersection of the torus and the 

cylinder produces a curve of 

double curvature. ) Chord AB 
is extended until it intersects 

the perpendicular to AC at 

point D; this forms triangle 

ACD, which lies in plane of 

circle ABC, AB, and AC. 

Triangle ACD is then rotated 

around AC, producing a cone. 

The cone, torus, and cylinder, 

all intersect at point P. Perpen

dicular PM is then dropped 

from P along the surface of the 

cylinder, until it intersects 

circle ABC at point M; this 

forms right triangle AMP. 

Through this construction, 

a series of similar right 

triangles (only partially 

shown) is generated, 

which produces the 

continued proportion, 

AB :AM : :AM :AP: :AP:AC. 

AM and AP are the two 

geometric means between 

magnitudes AC and AB. 

"We must recognize that the physical reality of Gauss's argument was already clearly, and conclusively shown by the pre-Euclidean 
Classical Greeks working in the tradition of Pythagoras. " 

This loss of the powerof intelligible communication of impor
tant ideas, has become increasingly acute in European lan
guages during the course of the recent forty years since the 
beginning of the popularization of a "rock-drug-sex youth
counterculture" as a mode of attempted eradication of the 
influence of Classical culture. 

One of the notable effects of the post-1963 spread of 
the so-called "cultural paradigm-shift" among those entering 
adolescence in Europe and the Americas during the middle 
through late 1960s, is a widespread impairment of the literate 
use of language. Much of this impairment is a reflection of 
the destructive impact of the "rock-drug-sex youth-counter
culture" on the sense of the role of musicality (i.e., bel canto
rooted prosody). This was aggravated by other, coincident 
factors. The latter factors included the shift of this generation 
away from the future-oriented culture of earlier generations, 
to the "Now Generation's" loss of a sense of personal histori
cal perspective. The result of that qualitative moral down
shift in perspective, is that most of those now between fifty 
and sixty years of age have undergone an existentialist, 
emotional-intellectual impairment of the cognitive powers 
comparable to the Synarchist cult's pathological "end of 
history" dogma. 

This accelerating cultural down-shift of recent decades, 
is reflected in a loss of that power of prosody which is rooted 
in the principles of Classical poetry and song. 
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The apparent exceptions to that aspect of a general cultural 
decline in recent generations' capacity for intelligible pros
ody, include the substitution of a kind of Romantic sing-song 
which is mistaken by the credulous for "pretty speech," a 
sing-song proffered as a substitute for the quality of utterance 
needed to convey the kinds of ideas typified by, but not limited 
to Classical scientific discovery of universal physical prin
ciples. 

Consider the exemplary case of the leading pro-fascist 
ideologue on the present U.S. Supreme Court, Justice An
tonin Scalia. Scalia is notorious for his shameless admission 
of his denial of the existence of any historically defined 
principles of law, and for his repeatedly, publicly uttered, 
explicit insistence on a substitute for reason, in his "Orwell
ian," dictionary-nominalist dogma of what he calls "text." 
On that account, Scalia has flunked the reading of even the 
Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution. 

Consider, for example, the principle of sovereignty. 

The Irony of Sovereignty 
It is notable that the empiricist Thomas Hobbes expresses 

explicitly his own and the positivists' seemingly instinctive 
abhorrence of irony in general, and metaphor most emphati
cally. As I have already noted, as the central theme of this 
report, the reduction of the definition of "rational" to a mecha
nistic, "connect-the-dots" kind of description of experience, 
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has the effect, and intention of outlawing acknowledgment of 
the existence of any reality which is not a kind of "connect
the-dots" reading of sensory experience. Charlatans such as 
Bertrand Russell and his acolytes, such as Norbert Wiener, 
John von Neumann and their like, carry Hobbes' Satanic 
dogma to an extreme. 

Contrary to Hobbes' and Antonin Scalia's implied dic
tionary nominalism, only forms of human mental behavior 
fairly described as schizophrenic could assume that what 
might have been intended as a literal meaning of words en
compasses human knowledge. The sane use of any language 
begs recognition of similarities to the Gauss-Riemann com
plex domain. Words are used literally, to designate percep
tions of object-like subjects, or perceptions of emotional im
pulses. But, sane human speech is never simply literal; sane 
speech has its own version of the complex domain. By means 
of irony in general, or metaphor most emphatically, intelligent 
speech encompasses notions of realities which operate, like 
universal physical principles, beyond the realm of literal de
scriptions of sense-perception. Sometimes, the ironies are 
misleading, even false; but, the existence of truthful ironies 
is indispensable for truthful human communication of ideas, 
true of false. Classical poetry, for example, is based entirely 
upon the basis of that higher order of intention shared between 
speaker and hearer. 38 

These subtler, higher meanings permeate the folklore 
of a people, and are encountered in their more refined 
expression in Classical plastic, as much as non-plastic art. 
Typical is the distinction of Classical from Archaic modes 
of ancient Greek sculpture and the related original redefini
tion of perspective for painting by Leonardo da Vinci. 
Great Classical sculpture presents the mind with a body, 
not as fixed, but recognizable by the mind as captured in 
mid-motion; the mind senses the existence of that motion, 
as John Keats describes this effect in his "Ode on a Grecian 
Um." This kind of art expresses principles, in the same 
sense that the complex domain expresses principles of 
continuing development in action, as the mathematics of 
Galileo, Euler, Lagrange, and Cauchy does not. Folklore 
and Classical art convey the sense of principles of action 
which lie beyond the comprehension of the reductionist 
form of literal statements. 

Thus, intelligent communication among a people relies 
essentially on those ironical, anti-reductionist meanings 
which lie between the cracks of literal imageries. The intro
duction of new, principled ideas to a people, depends largely 
on the sharing of that store of such ideas within the practice 
of the existing language-culture. 

In general, therefore, it is only to the degree that a people 
has the approximation of a Classical language-culture that it 
is able to discover, and to deliberate upon new ideas. What is 

38. There is no room in Classical art for mere symbolism; no condoning of 
symbolism is intended, or allowed by me here. 
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called the freedom of the individual members of a society, 
depends upon processes of deliberation within the society 
which are based upon the accumulation of ironies embedded 
in the general language-culture of that society. Without those 
functions of a literate form of irony-rich language, the mem
bers of a society are degraded to the functional status of virtual 
human cattle, unable to participate efficiently in shaping the 
common national destiny. 

The most effective mode for developing cultures, includ
ing national cultures, is Classical art, most notably Classical 
forms of poetry, drama, music, and plastic arts. In architec
ture, Classical principles are functionally essential to a 
healthy, and happy national culture, such that the organization 
of communities, and architecture of buildings, meet an intelli
gible Classical-artistic standard. 

In other words, the same principle expressed by the com
plex domain for physical science, is realized in an explicitly 
social form by Classical art. This is so essential to the happi
ness and functional effectiveness of a people, that a healthy 
society requires perfect national sovereignty based upon an 
increasingly rich and rational Classical form of culture. No 
"Towers of Babel" are permitted. It is necessary that different 
nations have a common standard of truth; but, each will reach 
that standard voluntarily, only through its own sovereign 
function of a sovereignly national Classical standard of 
culture. 

The means by which such respectively sovereign, sepa
rate language-cultures are able to share a common notion of 
truth, is usefully described as a broadly defined principle of 
ecumenicism. In theology, such an ecumenical principle is 
associated with the notion of "The One God," as in Nicholas 
of Cusa' s De Pace Fidei or the argument of Moses Mendels
sohn. This notion, the notion of a universal natural law, is 
seen more broadly, without losing any of the connotations 
of Cusa's and Mendelssohn's argument, at the moment we 
emphasize the nature of man and woman as made equally 
in the image of the Creator, and assigned responsibility for 
dominion within the bounds of that Creation. 

The functional forms of effective ecumenical relations 
among differing religious bodies, or nations, are arrange
ments which limit their commonly shared obligations to a 
certain definition of the nature of mankind, as set apart from, 
and above the beasts. These principles which are properly 
common to respectively sovereign states or bodies of reli
gious belief, limit their supranational or equivalent authority 
to the principles of a body of universal natural law, such as 
those three referenced principles set forth in the Preamble of 
the U.S. Federal Constitution. 

Such an ecumenical principle could exist only if it is prem
ised on a strict and universal distinction of man from beast. 
That distinction is, essentially, nothing other than the power 
of the human mind to discover experimentally validated uni
versal physical principles lying beyond the capabilities of 
sense-perception as such. The form of Socratic dialectic per-
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meating Plato's dialogues, typifies a universal body of princi
ple, which expresses this universal distinction of the human 
mind, and so, from this higher standpoint, defines a body of 
ecumenical harmony bridging the perfect sovereignties of 
separate national cultures. In other words, that form of the 
dialectic is an efficient common principle properly shared 
among otherwise perfectly sovereign, distinct national cul
tures and their languages. 

The additional point to be emphasized, is that the relevant 
dialogue must be expressed in terms of the predicates of each 
sovereign national culture, even though the conclusions to be 
reached may be ultimately, truthfully the same among each 
and all of those respectively sovereign national cultures. 
Those aspects of national cultures which meet that standard 
of "Classical" which is typified by my foregoing exposition 
above, are the expression of the means by which that ecumeni
cal fraternity among sovereign cultures may be established 
and maintained. 

The pivotal issue of universal natural law is the following. 
At first thought, the human individual has two choices 

of personal identity. For most persons in societies known 
so far, the individual's choice of personal identity is that 
associated with the mortal existence between conception and 
death. For persons of a relatively more cultivated disposition, 
the essential identity of the individual is located in that 
immortal personality which temporarily inhabits the mortal 
existence. The first, inferior choice, thus locates the individ
ual person's mortal identity within the bounds of sense
perception as such. The second, true sense of human indi vi d
ual identity locates the immortal existence of the individual, 
by name, as good science recalls the personal name of those 
discoverers of valid universal physical principle whose ideas, 
in fact, belonging to the Gauss-Riemann complex domain, 
or, similarly, of Classical artistic composition, are handed 
down from generation to generation. The great Classical 
scientist or artist is the epitome of a true, implicitly immortal, 
individual identity. 

In the existence of society so far, the success of any culture 
depends upon the contributions of the leading role of the per
sons devoted to the second, immortal sense of universal iden
tity, as guides of a people which were pulled down morally 
by an excessive emphasis on the less than universal, inferior, 
mortal sense of personal identity. So, for all globally extended 
European civilization to date, exceptional persons of univer
sal outlook, such as Solon of Athens, the Socrates of Plato's 
dialogues, and Plato himself, are typical of, and essential for 
the internal European origins of the best of European culture 
as a whole. 

The point just underlined returns our attention to the 
essential functional distinction of modern European civiliza
tion. The obligation of the head of state is to defend the 
sovereignty, and promote the general welfare of al I the Ii ving 
and their posterity for the present and future of the nation 
as a whole. Thus, the leadership of the nation requires per-
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sons who efficiently embody an historical sense of universal
ity, and who, thus, act as an indispensable agent of national 
conscience, to subordinate the small-minded, parochial im
pulses of the people to the universality of the past, present, 
and future historical existence of the nation as a whole. 
This requires of such leaders, whether official or moral, a 
commitment to a sense of historical past, present, and future 
humanity as a whole. This means a commitment to the 
discovery and application of principles which are not only 
those proper! y characteristic of the nation, but also of human
ity generally. 

The related problem in the world thus far, the U.S.A. and 
Europe included, is that our people, even our leaders, are 
much too small-minded, even miserably petty in both the 
moral and practical expression of their opinions and practices. 
Throughout known history, as Solon of Athens warned, good 
societies have depended upon the interventions of morally 
and intellectually exceptional leaders, such as our Benjamin 
Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, et al., to lead the people of a 
nation out of that folly which they then, as during recent 
decades, have brought down upon themselves. 

On this account, our Federal Constitution, which was 
shaped by aid of reflection on the warning by Solon of Athens, 
has been the most durably effective instrument of all modem 
political history, even through long periods during which that 
Constitution was savagely betrayed, as during the 1964-2003 
interval. The crucial element of true genius in that Constitu
tion, is expressed as its Preamble, to which all interpretation 
of other elements of the Constitution, its amendments, Federal 
laws, and Federal Court decisions, are subject. The invocation 
of that triadic principle of sovereignty, general welfare, and 
posterity, lodged in that Preamble, has been the point of refer
ence and national renewable virtue which has made our politi
cal Constitution the most durably efficient in known history. 
The unexcelled genius so embedded in that Preamble, is that 
it obliges the Federal government to return to the standpoint 
of true universality, to rescue the nation from the follies of 
recurring, errant and petty currents of popular opinion. Thus, 
when we adhere to that Constitution, in that mode, our repub
lic has a certain genius for immortality, if we use it, not 
achieved by others to date. 

The importance of that view of our Constitution's Pream
ble is usefully contrasted to the fatal traditionalism of the 
ultramontane, Roman Code of Diocletian. Tradition in the 
sense of that Code is the deadliest enemy of any people foolish 
enough to embrace such a policy. It is change for the better 
which must constantly supercede such tradition. Scientific 
and Classical cultural progress must be the tradition which 
constantly supercedes any other tradition. It is in this, that the 
immortality of the personality inhabiting the mortal individ
ual is secured. Only the nation so committed to endless prog
ress can secure its citizens the rightful access to true func
tional immortality. 

This brings us to the matter of the principles of curvature. 
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3. The Principles of Curvature 

I return our attention to the opening thematic topic of this 
report. This time, I focus attention on the example of J. Clerk 
Maxwell as-like such followers of Ernst Mach as the 
Ludwig Boltzmann who played a key role in laying the 
groundwork for the Wiener-von Neumann "information the
ory" hoax-one who is still among the very influential, Nine
teenth-Century figures in the corruption polluting academic 
and related science-instruction and belief still today. 

J. Clerk Maxwell's reprehensible "explanation" of his 
fraudulent treatment of the combined contributions of Gauss, 
Weber, and Riemann (and Ampere's principle) to the found
ing of electrodynamics, typifies the hoaxes which underlie 
the generally accepted classroom view of cosmogony today, 
still today. Maxwell's explanation of his fraudulent behavior 
was his self-described "moral" indignation at the prospect of 
being obliged to acknowledge the existence of "any geome
tries" other than "our own." He meant the empiricist's reduc
tionist tradition of Sarpi, Galileo, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, 
Cauchy, Faraday, Clausius, Grassmann, Kelvin, and 
Helmholtz.39 The result of that and kindred expressions of the 
popular, but immoral view still prevalent in classrooms and 
related premises today, is the following generally accepted 
view of cosmogony in general. 

The root of this problem is typified by the form of soph
istry which I have described as associated with the "aprior
isms" of Aristotle and Euclid, and expressed in a more radical 
form by modem empiricism and its derivatives. 

This aprioristic tradition produces a reductionist concep
tion of the universe, a conception which is an intrinsically 
entropic set of "ivory tower" definitions, axioms, and postu
lates. The submission of physical scientists to the acceptance 
of that aprioristic hoax, as expressed by Euler, Lagrange, La
place, Cauchy, et al., results in a superimposed, axiomatically 
entropic, mathematical interpretation of physical evidence. 
Acceptable physical theories are those designed to fit that 
"generally accepted classroom" notion of mathematical mod
els. In tum, deductions are made from the theories so cor
rupted, to the effect that varying interpretations concocted 
within the bounds of those pathetic deductive schemes, be
come hotly debated in academic circles, and spill over in the 
form of silly, essentially superficial debates on such matters 
in the lay press. In general, all agree, today, that the universe 
is essentially entropic as a whole. 

As I shall restate the case summarily here and now, One 
of the most relevant modem approaches to exposing the fraud 

39. To propose that Maxwell's views on this point are typical of England, 
overlooks the work of the founder of the concept of the programmable digital 
computer, Charles Babbage. Babbage, young Herschel, and Peacock's blast 
at the incompetence of the taught mathematics of early Nineteenth-Century 
Britain, typify the existence of a competent current of international modern 
culture in physical science, operating in parallel to the incompetent "Enlight
enment" traditions. 
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of cosmogonies of that reductionist type, has been the elabora
tion of the notions of the Biosphere and Noosphere by a great 
successor of D.I. Mendeleyev, Vladimir Vemadsky.40 I have 
addressed that contribution by Vernadsky in various locations 
published earlier; on this present occasion, I merely summa
rize the essentials relevant to the present topic. The crucial 
point to be emphasized, is the way in which Vemadsky's 
development and application of the principles of biogeoche
mistry gave fresh expression to what had been the tradition
ally Classical view since Plato et al., that the universe is a 
multiply-connected composite of three distinct, principled 
phase-spaces: the ostensibly non-living, the living, and the 
human-cognitive. Vemadsky's approach, biogeochemistry, 
supplied the modem experimental basis for defining the prin
cipled distinctions and principled interconnections among 
those three phase-spaces. 

The successive work of Pasteur, Curie, Vernadsky, et al., 
demonstrated, experimentally, that, from the standpoint of 
experimental physical chemistry, "life" is a category of uni
versal physical principle which is efficient, but does not lie 
within the domain of non-living processes. Hence, it repre
sents a distinct universal phase-space. Similarly, the creative 
powers of the human mind express principles which do not 
lie within the domain of living processes generally. Hence, 
human cognition, which Vemadsky terms noesis, which is 
expressed by the Platonic dialectic, is not a principle merely 
derived, experimentally, from living processes in general: it 
can not be derived from living processes in general, but, in
stead, intervenes within the domain of living processes, as if 
by a higher, anti-entropic principle from "outside" life in 
general.41 

Vemadsky's application of what he defined as bio
geochemistry, shows that living processes dominate the non
living increasingly, and that noesis dominates biogeochemi-

40. lt is sufficient to note here, that the elaboration of Mendeleyev's famous 
discovery had two successive phases of development. The first, was that 
which usually commands attention, and interpretation from a reductionist 
standpoint. The second, the optical-geometric approach, echoing Plato's con
cept of power, rather than Aristotle's misleading doctrine of energy, empha
sized by the work of our leading collaborator, the late physical chemist 
Professor Robert Moon of Chicago University, is yet to be fully grasped. 
However, Vernadsky's treatments of the Biosphere and Noi:isphere, imply 
the implications of the second level of Mendeleyev's work. Unfortunately, 
the corrupting influence of Britain's Cambridge University systems-analysis 
group, of John von Neumann-influenced Lord Kaldor, et al., on Soviet sci
ence, via the Laxen berg, Austria International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis (IIASA), induced the spread of a pro-Malthusian, pro-reductionist 
view among some late-Soviet-era Russian students of Vernadsky's work. 
Consequently, the fact that Vernadsky's work implicitly shows the universe 
to be anti-entropic, rather than entropic, is obscured among a significant 
portion of even his followers in Russia and Ukraine today. 

41. This notion of noesis corresponds to the complementary notions of indi
vidual human soul and Creator, in Christian theology, for example. The 
immortal aspect of human life, which is the site of the dialectical creative 
powers of the human mind, is a higher state of being than the non-living and 
biotic processes themselves. Vernadsky, like Plato, gives the ontological 
quality of that soul a rigorously experimental-scientific basis. 
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cal processes increasingly. From the vantage-point of statisti
cal thermodynamics, life is intrinsically anti-entropic, rela
tive to non-living processes, and noesis is intrinsically anti
entropic, relative to living processes generally. Hence, the 
universe as the interaction among these three ontological 
qualities of principle, is intrinsically anti-entropic, since all 
phase-spaces are efficiently multiply-connected. The uni
verse is ruled by the principle which is to be adduced from 
the pervasive principle of the Platonic dialectic, as Plato's 
Timaeus points to this, and as Pacioli, Leonardo da Vinci, 
and Kepler point to this. 

In addition, the way in which the respective phase-phases 
of non-Ii ving, living, and noetic processes interact, is a univer
sal physical principle. This interaction is of the form which 
Plato identifies as powers, in contrast to Aristotle's and the 
empiricist's contrary, sterile principle of energy, and, as Philo 
of Alexandria, for example, argues against the "post-cre
ation" sterility of a God as wrongly defined by Aristotle. 

Review the methodological implications of what I have 
just written. Review the matter from the vantage-point of epis
temology. 

Fraudulent substitutes for scientific method, such as Aris
totle and the empiricists explicitly, and the reductionists gen
erally, argue for a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates, 
on the premise that those arbitrary assumptions appear to 
explain a shadowy universe confined to the shadowy appear
ances of sense-perception. They then, as Euler, Lagrange, 
Laplace, Cauchy, Clausius, et al. do, interpret the phenomena 
statistically according to the precepts of those arbitrary pre
sumptions. An epistemology which abhors arbitrary pre
sumptions, looks into the human mental processes to uncover, 
there, all presumptions applied to the interpretation of expe
rience. 

The result is comparable to Riemann's leading argument 
in his habilitation dissertation: No universal assumption can 
be allowed in physical science which is not rooted, like 
Kepler's discovery of universal gravitation, in evidence 
which proves that a certain relevant class of phenomena exists 
only as a reflection of a thought-object, a set of universal 
physical principles, which exist only outside, and beyond the 
reach of mere sense-certainty. However, the efficiency of 
those universal physical principles, is demonstrable from a 
rigorous experimental scrutiny of experience, especially, as 
Vemadsky defines the Noosphere, man's experience in will
fully changing his universe through application of the discov
ery of such principles. Hence, the universe of physical scien
tific inquiry has a physical-geometrical doubleness, which 
combines sense-experience, as an intrinsically non-linear 
process in universal principle, with the "curvature" of effi
cient actions (universal physical principles) external to direct 
sense-perception. 

Our Creative Sun 
Hence, we have the following picture of mankind's uni

verse, as viewed experimentally. I develop that picture in two 
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successive steps of approximation. 
In first approximation, the universe appears to be com

posed of two sets of universal physical principles, the first set 
of principles, m, as the implied totality of discoverable such 
principles, and the smaller set, n, of experimentally validated 
principles presently known to mankind. However, in second 
approximation, the universe m is already developing in an 
anti-entropic way prior to man's willful intervention. Take, 
as illustration of that argument, the case of the "history" of 
the Solar System. 

Currently, our best knowledge is, that the Solar System 
began as a fast-spinning, youthfully exuberant solitary Sun in 
the universe at large. According to Kepler's principles, this 
young Sun spun off some part of its material into a disk orbit
ting the Sun itself. If we assume polarized nuclear fusion 
occurring within that disk, then it were possible for polarized 
fusion, and, presumably, only polarized fusion, to have gener
ated the observed periodic table of the Solar System. That 
fusion-generated material from the disk would have been 
"fractionally distilled" into approximately the Platonic orbits 
defined by Kepler. Then, according to Gauss's reading of 
the matter, the elliptical-harmonic characteristics of the orbit 
would have "condensed" the material distributed along each 
orbit into relevant planets and their moons. The crucial view 
of this hypothesis was provided by Gauss's proof of Kepler's 
case for the self-fractured missing planet, the debris known 
as the Asteroid belt. 

Such Kepler-Gauss-et al. conclusions are in accord with 
the primary characteristics of what I have summarily de
scribed as Vemadsky's systemic biogeochemical view of the 
universe. In other words, the argument is, that the universe 
is created as an intrinsically self-developing universe, in a 
process of development expressed, inclusively, by built-in 
generation of more highly differentiated states of self-organi
zation. Additionally, that the anti-entropic principle of cogni
tion (noesis) already existed in that universe "from the begin
ning," but could be expressed as man only under the 
emergence of certain new, lawfully generated states of local 
organization of the universe as part of the universe's overall, 
anti-entropic self-development. Since the anti-entropic prin
ciples of life and noesis are of a universal quality inhering in 
a multiply-connected universe, the universe was always anti
entropic as a whole. Man's manifest power to increase his 
willful control over the universe through nothing other than 
noesis, demonstrates this experimentally. Such is the work of 
epistemology; no ideas are legitimate, unless the necessity of 
their coming into being is demonstrated from an experimen
tal standpoint. 

This view of the universe has a complementary proof. 
Men and women who view their personal existence in a way 
which is coherent with that view of the universe, are the most 
effective leaders of mankind, in physical science, in art, and 
otherwise. Those who share the burden of a contrary "feeling" 
about the universe tend to be failures as leaders in any crisis 
in their life's work. 
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If you believe that you are truly immortal in the sense of 
the universe which I have summarized here, then you have an 
unshakeable capacity for effective leadership, in what hap
pens to be your appropriate life's work, as Jeanne d' Arc did 
for the coming-into-being of the sovereign nation-state repub
lic, for example; as Ludwig Beethoven's work shows this; as 
the saintly Friedrich Schiller did, as poet, dramatist, philoso
pher, and historian. For the scientist who approaches this topic 
of reflection as I do here, there exists a very clear physical
scientific proof of that sublime notion of immortality. The 
weight of such a line of argument, is, considering man's ex
traordinary place in the universe, the outlook on that universe 
which produces the most effective motivation for improve
ment of the universe, is an expression of the outlook which 
most nearly corresponds to what the universe actually is. 

This universe has no beginning, and no end. As Einstein 
once put the point, the universe is finite and unbounded. There 
is nothing outside it, and nothing exists before or after it. It is 
a self-developing, anti-entropic universe, ruled by that same 
personal principle which is reflected in the maturely devel
oped work of the great creative scientist and Classical artist; 
it is a personalized universe, represented a personalized Cre
ator, knowable as personalized because he expresses the same 
noetic principle which sets the human individual apart from, 
and above all lower forms of existence. In those our travels 
we call our mortal life, within this universe, time is not mea
sured as back and forth, but, rather, up and down, just as 
the unfolding development of the Solar System, from a fast
spinning, young, solitary Sun, suggests. What we should call 
"progress," is up, and we call "tradition," or "entropy," is 
down. It is therefore a wonderful universe in which to live. 

What, then, is our life? The answer comes: "Your life is 
what you do with it, what you do for past, present, and future 
humanity as a whole, what you do for man's willful assump
tion of increasing responsibilities for the noetic development 
of the universe itself." Your life, your immortality, is your 
work to such effects. You have but a brief mortal existence; 
therefore, spend that talent wisely, according to what the uni
verse and its Creator require of you as your work. Such insight 
into the condition of our brief existence in a mortal frame, 
frees us from all of those doubts which make cowards of all 
like Shakespeare's Hamlet, all like the typical, relative best 
among nearly all U.S.A. political leaders, for example, today. 
We who grasp those principles are more powerful morally 
than others, because we have no Hamlet-like need to doubt 
the value of whatever good we may be able to contribute 
toward the improvement of the human condition and to the 
betterment of the universe we inhabit. 

This was recognized, at least to some useful degree of 
approximation, even among certain English poets who came 
later than Shakespeare. Wordsworth wrote of "intimations 
of immortality," Keats described the matter with beautiful 
elegance in his "Ode on a Grecian Um," and Shelley went to 
the essence of the practical issue in his "In Defence of Poetry," 
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in celebrating periods of history of a people during which 
there is an upsurge of "the power of communicating profound 
and impassioned conceptions respecting man and nature." 

When we have come, thus, to our reconciliation with the 
fact of mortal life and death, as the requiem for a deceased 
hero, or friend, should jolt us joyfully into remembering this 
fact, we are able to become truly moral persons, at last. When 
we see that the brevity of mortal life has a purpose expressed 
by the immortal soul's realization of the work of noes is, there 
is nothing, as the man might have said, "which can stop us" 
from performing that mission which is more precious to us, 
and to the Creator, than our mortal existence itself. 

The universe is there, without anything outside it, without 
beginning or end. If we make ourselves part of its purpose, 
we are everything; it we betray that purpose, we are as noth
ing. Thus, our view of that universe is the great source of 
added strength, which produces the greatest leaders in sci
ence, in Classical art, and in political life. 

Unfortunately, relatively few persons have come to the 
point of knowing that view. They seek, foolishly, the meaning 
of life in the trash-pile which is, usually, the currently popular 
body of opinion. Today, many are somewhat like the singer 
of trash who dies in an ugly way of an overdose of a so-called 
recreational drug. It is the stink of pessimism, which is today's 
prevalent popular opinion, which produces the fearful Ham
lets which have served as the relatively better political leaders, 
and fosters that fearful rage of popular despair on which to
day's fascist thugs, the so-called "neo-conservatives," feed 
like greedy vultures. 

Such demoralizing fears are nourished by a pessimistic 
attitude toward the progress of what is called physical science, 
and by the spread of the Satanic influence of existentialist 
cults of those truth-haters of the Frankfurt-School style. On 
the one side, optimism toward the universe and mankind's 
place in it, breeds morality and happiness; pessimistic atti
tudes toward scientific and technological progress, and 
Hobbesian pessimism toward mankind, are the stuff of which 
Hitlers are made. 

Let the Sun shine in our view of the universe of which we 
are a part. That Sun is not an object, but a self-developing 
process, as is the universe as a whole. See ourselves in that 
setting, and see, above all, the special forever-immortal place 
of mankind in the universal, boundless, endless process of 
Creation as a whole. 

Once we have recognized the existence of universal phys
ical principles as (implicitly Riemannian) thought-objects, 
we have gained access to a more advantageous insight into the 
practical implications of those general notions of curvature 
developed, successively, by Gauss and Riemann. 

You do not "see" this curvature itself with your senses. 
Do not ruin your days attempting to do so. You see it with 
your mind, not your senses. Nonetheless, you are able to prove 
its efficient existence by aid of the evidence provided by your 
senses, just as Kepler discovered the intention which he rec-
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ognized as universal gravitation. Look at the thought-object 
which was Kepler's discovery of gravitation. (Do not waste 
unnecessary time on that slime-ball Galileo and his empiricist 
cult-followers.) 

Think of what I identified, above, as the Sensorium. Try 
to map observed celestial events, for example, on the implied 
surface of the interior of that Sensorium. How, then, shall we 
treat irregular movements, movements which do not corre
spond to notions of physical laws as Aristotle or Claudius 
Ptolemy, for example, did? Now, define a curvature of some
thing touching the apparent trajectory of the planet or star, a 
trajectory which is not to be seen visually, but only in the 
imagination. This measured, but unseen trajectory touches 
and regulates the action along the Sensorium-trajectory at 
every point. The movement of that unseen trajectory, along 
the Sensorium, defines the impact of an unseen physical ge
ometry, for which the apparently seen trajectory is but a 
shadow of reality. 

By returning, more radically than Gauss had done pub
licly, to the Pythagorean type of pre-Euclidean (e.g., anti
Euclidean) physical (constructive) geometry of Plato et al., 
Riemann eradicated all relics of Euclidean or kindred geome
tries from the competent opinion of modem science, leaving 
us with nothing but the observational Sensorium, whose re
flected motions express the unseen physical curvatures asso
ciated with those thought-objects we know as universal physi
cal principles. 

The existing array of such universal physical principles, 
can be estimated, at any point in experience, as representing 
what I have referenced as the "m" universal physical princi
ples of the universe as a whole. Of these possible "m" princi
ples, mankind so far knows, actually, only some, "n." Each 
of the latter corresponds to a curvature, but the array of known 
such principles, also defines a curvature relative to what is 
observed experimentally in terms of the Sensorium. The com
bined effect of those curvatures also represents a curvature, a 
curvature implicitly determined by the interaction of all of 
the behind-the-scenes curvatures taken into account. 

Now comes man's willful intervention, guided by such 
acquired knowledge, into the universe. Mankind's willful ac
tion on behalf of an accumulation of discovered such princi
ples, changes the universe. For example, the rate of man's 
effective action on the universe speeds up as scientific prog
ress is applied. The net curvature of the apparent universe is 
thus changed by scientific progress. Man thus creates new 
states of nature, such that the curvature of the universe of 
man's action, and experience, is changed. 

Thus, as we know more of the principles of the universe, 
our opinion of the curvature of the universe changes. As we 
apply that increased knowledge successfully, the curvature 
of the uni verse of man's action is changed. 

Take, for example, the shift from power-sources associ
ated with chemical combustion, to the qualitatively higher 
"energy flux densities" of nuclear fission, and the qualitatively 
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still-higher such densities of nuclear fusion, or, perhaps, so
called matter-antimatter reactions. 

For example, if we outlaw nuclear fission as a principal 
power-source, we place limits on the human condition which 
must result in a global catastrophe for the human species. 
If we fail to master nuclear fusion, another catastrophe for 
mankind as a whole lies a bit further down the line. Those 
who desire to keep most of mankind in the condition of virtual 
human cattle, are therefore intent on preventing the general 
use of nuclear fission and fusion as power-sources. For, if 
we raise the standard of living, and education, of humanity 
generally, what oligarchy could hope to continue overlord
ship among mankind? The oligarchy prefers to keep the 
masses of mankind brutally poor and as stupid as conditions 
allow, as we see in the post-1973 changes in health-care, 
education, popular-cultural, and related policies of the U.S.A. 
and other nations. 

This brings the focus of our attention back to the nature 
of the essential evils of Aristoteleanism, empiricism, and the 
like, both respecting the practice of taught and practiced sci
ence, and in education, and cultural policies (including reli
gious policies, such as those so-called U.S. reformed or poten
tial, bi-polar and other drunks and dope-addicts known as the 
Elmer Gantry-style "religious fundamentalists") generally. 
Stupefy the people, and you have already recruited them to the 
ranks of willing human cattle. The post-Ci vii War educational 
"reforms" for ex-slaves, of "not educating them above their 
intended station in life," typify the same policy of keeping 
people captive within the barns and shacks, or barren fields 
and stinking dumps, where the human cattle are housed. 

4. Satanism & Economy 

The immediately foregoing observations now bring us to 
that point of discussion promised at the outset of this report: 
Satanism and society, or, empiricism as the basis for the 
American Enterprise Institute's, Heritage Foundation's, and 
kindred swamp-creatures' practice of de facto Satanism in 
the name of political-economy. First, a few essential historical 
facts about Satanism. 

The tradition of Satanism in modem Europe is traced, 
today, chiefly, from the reign of the Roman Emperor and 
Mithra-cultist Tiberius at the Isle of Capri; and, secondly, 
from the role of Venice's financier oligarchy during and since 
its position of de facto ruling imperial maritime power of the 
Mediterranean and Europe; more widely since developments 
beginning the interval from the reign of the Emperor Otto III 
and the time of Norman Conquest, until the decline of Ven
ice's imperial pretensions as a state toward the close of the 
Seventeenth Century. However, the tradition of Venice's dip
lomatic/spy system and its role as a manipulator of European 
history through its financier-oligarchical networks, continues 
to the present day. Attack the traditions of Capri and Venice 
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explicitly on such relevant historical points of continuing im
portance today, and you will think you have touched a politi
cal and religious hornet's nest. 

The central reference-point for identifying the continuing 
historical significance of Tiberius and the cult of Capri for 
leading features of Twentieth-Century European history still 
today, is the Satanist's emphasis on the actual historical role 
of Tiberius and his de facto son-in-law Pontius Pilate in the 
Crucifixion of Jesus Christ. The cult of Tiberius at Capri, is 
the principal modem cult of the Anti-Christ. 

This set of connections of continuing major relevance for 
today, is typified by the set of explicitly pro-Satanic cults 
associated with a leading crony of H. G. Wells, Bertrand Rus
sell, and Julian and Aldous Huxley, the avowed Satanist and 
Theosophist Aleister Crowley. Gregory Bateson, the one
time spouse of witch-staff-wielding population-control-freak 
Margaret Mead, is also found at the center of the networks 
associated with the Capri pro-Satanist cults. The history of 
fascism,42 from its founder, occultist Napoleon Bonaparte, 
through Mussolini, Hitler, and Spain's Franco, is a history 
redolent with the pro-Satanic occult tradition of Capri's 
Twentieth-Century Mithra-cult proceedings, including the 
Maxim Gorky cult-sessions at the Capri grotto. Fascism to
day, as practiced by the Leo Strauss-related U.S. neo-conser
vatives around Vice-President Dick Cheney, is the leading 
political expression of Satanism.43 

The posing of the issue of Satanism, as I do here, is not in 
any way an exaggeration of that subject's practical signifi
cance for society today. As the danger of world war from the 
actually Synarchist cult of neo-conservatives attests, there is 
no sane basis for objecting to raising the issue of Satanism in 
connection with today's world strategic crises. The problem 
to be mastered, is understanding it as a clinical phenomenon, 
the nature and causes of the kind of mass-phenomenon mental 
disease it expresses, as I do here. 

As I have indicated at the outset of this report, the essence 
of the matter is that suppressing responsiveness to the essen
tial difference between man and beast, is the essential func
tional distinction of what is Satanism-in-fact. When that mat
ter is viewed in that rigorously scientific way, we are obliged 
to recognize that the known existence of society prior to the 
referenced Fifteenth-Century Renaissance was a state of af
fairs in which some people hunted or herded other people 
as virtually human cattle. The treatment of the majority of 
humanity as human cattle, as beasts, degraded the hunters and 
keepers to a common bestiality. Thus, the pre-history and 

42. I.e., what is officially known to U.S. and French intelligence services 
under the post-World War I file designation of "Synarchism/Nazi Com
munism." 

43. Today's imperial, e.g., "neo-conservative" form of fascism is known by 
such rubrics as "universal fascism," and the Nazi international Waffen SS
copied form known in the U.S.A. as the "Revolution in Military Affairs 
(RMA)." 
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history of mankind has been, essentially, a long effort to liber
ate mankind from self-inflicted bestiality. 

In the history of European civilization, this struggle 
against the hegemony of bestiality includes such featured de
velopments as the history of science running through the Py
thagoreans, Solon of Athens, and Plato, through the principle 
of human universality as in the image of the Creator, estab
lished by Jesus Christ, and spread through, most notably, the 
Gospel of John and Epistles of Paul. The realization of that 
impact of a Classical Greek-situated Christianity upon Juda
ism and, later, Islam, prepared the ground for the first emer
gence of the modem nation-state under the conditions pro
duced by the return from Latin, to revived emphasis upon the 
morally and intellectually superior Classical Greek culture of 
Plato's Academy at Athens, during the Fifteenth-Century Re
naissance. 

As I have emphasized, the Venice-orchestrated religious 
wars of the 1511-1648 interval's "little New Dark Age," and 
the wrecking of France's Seventeenth-Century renaissance 
by the combined legacy of Louis XIV and the Eighteenth
Century Enlightenment, reduced the prospects for continuing 
the political legacy of the Renaissance founding of the modem 
nation-state, to the European backing for the effort, led by 
Benjamin Franklin, in North America. The London-directed 
efforts of Lord Shelburne's Jeremy Bentham, et al.-which 
launched the July 14, 1789 storming of the Bastille as a plot 
to prevent the continued effort for the Bailly-Lafayette consti
tution-and the subsequent Jacobin Terror and Napoleon's 
reign, ruined the possibility of establishing true republics like 
the U.S.A. in Europe. The result was the mixed blessing of 
certain reforms of the feudal order, producing the presently 
typical Anglo-Dutch Liberal model of banker-controlled par
liamentary democracy.44 

Today, unfortunately, the success of the right-wing cur
rents associated with the 1966-1968 Presidential campaign of 
Richard Nixon, and the incumbency of Nixon's control by 
the proconsulate of Henry Kissinger, George Shultz, Paul 
Volcker, et al., unleashed that uprooting of the U.S. constitu
tional tradition which has brought ruin upon both the Ameri
cas, Europe, and sub-Saharan Africa today. 

Nonetheless, the U.S. Constitution is the most durable of 
all designs of government in the world today, a Constitution 
which has been brought back, repeatedly, as from the grave, 
as under Presidents Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roose
velt. The most crucial element of true genius in that Constitu
tion is its Preamble, which is in itself, as I have described it, 
the fundamental law of our republic. 

44. The attempt to establish the Fifth Republic in France, under which Fran
ce's national finances were tied to the U.S. model of the gold-reserve-based 
fixed-change-rate system, is the most notable approximation of an actual 
republic in Europe to date. That was ruined by the U.S.-led developments of 
1971-72, but the legacy of that aspect of "Gaullism" lingers as a potential 
future benefit today. 
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To round out the argument of this report, consider the 
following strategic assessment of the present world situ
ation. 

If you were the Devil himself, and wished to eradicate 
from this planet all that represented the efficient difference 
between man and beast, from whence would you launch your 
attack? To establish a world-empire for Satan, so to speak, 
what part of the world would you choose as prime target 
for takeover? 

Go back to the Summer of 1944. The Allied breakthrough 
in Normandy has assured the early doom of the Nazi regime. 
A President Franklin D. Roosevelt, tired from the combina
tion of his continuing illness and his labors, is preparing for 
the post-war reorganization of the world as a world composed 
of a unity of anti-colonialist principle among sovereign na
tion-states. He has chosen his Vice-President Henry Wallace 
as, once again, the choice of Vice-Presidential nominee for 
the corning Democratic Party convention. The right-wing, 
inside and outside the U.S.A.-representing those financier 
interests, and their accomplices, behind the Synarchist rulers 
of Nazi Germany, fascist Italy and Spain, and Vichy France
are determined to secure themselves against the looming 
threat of justice, and to ensure a termination of those policies 
which President Roosevelt represents. Thus, Senator Harry 
Truman is forced upon Roosevelt as replacement for Wallace 
at the convention. 

The election of President Dwight Eisenhower temporarily 
reversed the drive toward a fascist takeover of the U.S.A. 
under Truman, but it proved to be only a set-back, a delay for 
the ambitions of those utopian, factional forces of intended 
international fascism who are associated today with names 
such as "neo-conservatives" and a "Revolution in Military 
Affairs (RMA)." The 1962 missile crisis, the assassination of 
President Kennedy, and the launching of the U.S. official war 
in In do-China, transformed the United States from the world's 
leading producer economy, into the parasitical, bankrupt, and 
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LaRouche campaigners, back in 
early 2001, forecast, and also 
called for, the bankruptcy of 
Enron. LaRouche shows how the 
extremes of empiricism spilled 
from mathematics to social and 
economic policy, as in the pro
Satanic cult of free trade. "The 
pernicious effect of carrying those 
statistical fads to their limit, is . . .  
expressed by the Enron and other 
examples of the proliferating 
effects of empiricism on social and 
political practice today. " 

world-predatory consumer society it has degenerated into be
coming today. 

The essential feature of this change is typified by the refer
enced case of Associate Federal Justice Antonin Scalia' s pro
fascist, and frankly pro-Satanic doctrine of "shareholder 
value." The essence of the Satanic quality which Scalia 
merely typifies, is the denial of the essential principles of the 
U.S. Constitution, most notably the anti-Satanic principles of 
"general welfare" and "posterity." 

The denial of the right of the population to be developed 
and employed in service of that realized scientific-technologi
cal progress essential to the human nature of the population 
as a whole, is the essence of practical Satanism, the bestializa
tion of the people as human cattle deemed best suited to serve 
as the prey of a financier-predator class. 

The objective of such pranks, is not merely to deprive the 
people of their right to such development of society. The truly 
Satanic character of the onslaught against the U.S. Constitu
tion, is the commitment to eradicate from the people the popu
lar will to participate in scientific-technological progress. If 
the people are caused to degenerate in that way, then they
like the popular opinion of the citizens of ancient imperial 
Rome marching in to enjoy the bestial spectacles of the gladia
torial arena-will become fascists like those ancient Romans. 
Then, they, and similar populations of subject other nations, 
will became a predatory mass of beast-men, to bring about 
the Satanic goal of uprooting an order among people which 
was dedicated to the principle of man and woman made 
equally in the image of the Creator. There is no policy more 
Satanic than such a reliving of the ancient Roman Empire of 
Tiberius, et al. 

Could any of you be so degenerate, as to be willing to 
compromise with that Satanic intention being expressed by 
the neo-conservative changelings infesting the U.S. govern
ment, and the Democratic National Committee's tyrants 
today? 
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